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Abstract 
Salt marshes are important intertidal wetlands at the land-ocean interface with a wide range 
of ecological functions, such as providing essential habitats for intertidal fauna, affecting the 
productivity of coastal waters via nutrient exchange, maintaining coastal biodiversity and 
moderating greenhouse gas emission. However, over the past few decades the area of salt 
marshes worldwide has declined sharply due to human activities. To reverse such a trend, it is 
urgent for us to understand the various processes that underpin the ecological functions of 
marsh systems. Among these processes, the pore-water flow plays an important role. Many 
studies, including field investigations and numerical simulations, have been conducted to 
examine the pore-water flow in salt marshes under the influences of tidal oscillation, 
evapotranspiration, precipitation, soil properties, topography and inland freshwater input. 
However, the impacts of salinity variations have been neglected. 
The study in this thesis aimed to explore the effects of salinity variations, especially due to 
salinity differences between the surface and subsurface water, on pore-water flow in salt 
marshes. Laboratory experiments and numerical simulations were carried out to examine the 
influences of upward and downward salinity gradients on pore-water flow and associated 
solute transport in the marsh soil. The study also provided insights into unstable pore-water 
flow in the soil under variably-saturated conditions. 
In the investigation on the impacts of upward salinity gradient on pore-water flow in salt 
marshes, both laboratory experiment and numerical simulations revealed that, combined with 
tidal fluctuations, the upward salinity gradient modified the stability of the system, and 
induced unstable flow and salt fingers in the marsh soil. The size and number of salt fingers 
both varied from the near-creek zone to marsh interior. Near the creek the finger size was 
larger but there were less fingers, while in the interior area there were more fingers but of 
smaller sizes. This was because that a relatively strong circulation and advection near the 
creek overwhelmed the density effect, which became dominant as the circulation and 
advection weakened in marsh interior. The unstable fingers altered largely the pore-water 
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flow locally and the associated solute transport, especially in the marsh interior. The results of 
particle tracking showed that the downward penetration of fingers led to wider and faster 
exchange in the marsh interior. However, the overall water exchange between marsh 
sediments and coastal water was only slightly enhanced as it was still largely controlled by 
the tidal oscillation. 
In the investigation on the effects of downward salinity gradient on pore-water flow in salt 
marshes, both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations found that, unlike the case 
of upward salinity gradient, the downward salinity gradient maintained the stability of the 
system with the plume moving steadily downward in a manner similar to that of the case with 
no density effect. The pore-water flow pattern was not significantly altered under the 
influence of downward salinity gradient. The particle tracking results demonstrated similar 
particle paths and travel times compared with those from the base case. Furthermore, the 
downward salinity gradient was found to weaken the exchange between the marsh soil and 
coastal water, and such ‘weakening effect’ gradually disappeared with the decrease of density 
contrast due to mixing of surface water and pore-water. 
A parametric study carried out to examine the characteristics of unstable salt fingers under 
variably-saturated conditions showed that based on a modified Rayleigh number and Péclet 
number proposed by Simmons and Narayan [1997], critical conditions that distinguish the 
stable flow from the unstable flow could be found. However, different from the finding of 
Simmons and Narayan [1997], my study showed that for instability to occur, a low Péclet 
number should be accompanied by a low Rayleigh number while a high Péclet number 
requires the combination of a large Rayleigh number. Also, it takes a shorter time for fingers 
to occur in cases of which the corresponding Rayleigh number and Péclet number are greater 
than the respective critical values. In addition, the parametric study revealed that the low 
salinity/density contrast between pore-water and creek water tends to stabilize the pore-water 
flow and solute transport processes, regardless of the hydraulic conductivity and dispersivity. 
The increase of dispersivity largely reduces the tendency and intensity of flow instability 
while a higher hydraulic conductivity greatly promotes the instability. In terms of the number 
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of fingers (NOF), the results showed that there is an increase of NOF associated with the 
increase of both Rayleigh number and Péclet number. Furthermore, the increase of hydraulic 
conductivity and creek water salinity largely accelerates the movement of DPF (deepest 
plume front), especially in the marsh interior. In particular, a higher conductivity even results 
in faster movement of DPF compared to those in the middle zone and near creek. In contrast, 
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CHAPTER 1 -  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research Overview & Problem Statement 
This PhD research project is motivated broadly by the need to advance fundamental 
understanding of the subsurface flow and associated solute transport processes that underpin 
the ecological functions of salt marshes. Salt marshes are important intertidal wetlands at the 
land-ocean interface (Figure 1.1). 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of a coastal salt marsh ecosystem (modified from Figure 1 of 
[Yuan et al., 2011]). Red part indicates the focus of this research project: salinity variations as 
induced by precipitation and evapotranspiration, for example. 
Highly productive with a range of plant species, they serve as essential habitats for 
many intertidal fauna [Valiela et al., 2004] and influence greatly the productivity of coastal 
waters through nutrient exchange [Krest et al., 2000]. The marsh ecosystem plays a critical 
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role in maintaining coastal biodiversity. Salt marshes are an important part of the global 
biogeochemical cycle; and they may act as carbon sinks, moderating the greenhouse gas 
emission and global warming [Chmura et al., 2003]. Moreover, salt marshes can function as 
filters of particles and contaminants in terrestrial water discharging to the sea, protecting 
coastal water quality [White et al., 2004]. Under the threat of sea level rise, salt marshes 
provide protection for the coastal zone through adaptation [D'Alpaos et al., 2007]. 
Unfortunately, the area of salt marshes worldwide has declined sharply due to impact of 
human activities. Over the past century, human-induced modifications of the natural 
environment (e.g., dredging, spoil dumping, ditching, land reclamation, leveeing and so on) 
have greatly accelerated the degradation of salt marshes in many coastal regions worldwide. 
For example, in the USA, more than 50% of the original salt marshes have been lost since 
1910 [Kennish, 2001]. To reverse such a trend, there is an urgent need for us to understand 
the processes underlying the marsh systems’ ecological functions. 
The behaviors of a salt marsh are affected by a wide range of physical and 
biogeochemical processes, among which the subsurface flow plays a key role. In the past few 
decades, the subsurface flow in salt marshes has been assumed to be closely related to two 
important phenomena of salt marshes: (1) Nutrient outwelling (net export of nutrients from 
salt marshes to the sea) [Teal, 1962]. Subsurface flow affects nutrient cycling between marsh 
sediments and adjacent surface water, because pore-water draining from salt marsh sediments 
at low tide is enriched in nutrients compared to surface water [Whiting et al., 1985]. Previous 
investigations have shown that tidal inundation induces circulation near the bank, which 
provides a rapid exchange between the marsh sediments and tidal creeks, thereby supporting 
the observed nutrient outwelling; and (2) Plant zonation (spatial distribution patterns of marsh 
plants) [Silvestri et al., 2005]. Aeration condition (for plant root aerobic respiration) and 
salinity distribution (degree of marsh plants’ tolerance to salinity is quite species-dependent) 
have been thought to be the two most important factors in determining the plant zonation [Li 
et al., 2005; Silvestri et al., 2005; Xin et al., 2009; Xin et al., 2010a]. Groundwater flow 
largely controls soil salinity. The rapid tidally-driven near-creek circulation can help to limit 
the buildup of salt in the root zone caused by evapotranspiration and thus affect the spatial 
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distribution of marsh plants [Gardner, 2007]. Spatial and temporal variations in the height of 
the water table below the sediment surface alter the saturation and redox state of subsurface 
sediments [Howes et al., 1981]. Previous studies [Ursino et al., 2004; Xin et al., 2009] have 
shown that optimal aeration condition tends to occur near the creek, being consistent with the 
observation that plants grow better near the creek [Dacey and Howes, 1984]. 
Despite being an importance process in marsh eco-hydrology, the subsurface flow in 
marsh sediments itself is complex as it is affected by various factors, mainly including tidal 
fluctuation [Wilson and Gardner, 2006; Xin et al., 2010a], evapotranspiration [Nuttle, 1986; 
Ursino et al., 2004], topography [Gardner, 2005; Moffett et al., 2012; Xin et al., 2011], soil 
properties [Gardner, 2005; 2007], macro pores [Xin et al., 2009], inland freshwater input 
[Gardner et al., 2002], precipitation [Nuttle, 1986] and so on (these studies will be reviewed 
in details in Chapter 2). However, all these studies assumed constant salinity. As a matter of 
fact, salinity variations are common in natural marsh systems [Cao et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 
2012] (Figure 1.2). 
 
Figure 1.2 Time series of the creek (surface) water salinity in a salt marsh (from Cao et al. 
[2012]). The creek water salinity changed significantly after a rainfall period (indicated by 
the arrow). 
The influence of variable salinity conditions has been found to be significant for other 
systems, such as the riparian zone investigated by Lenkopane et al. [2009] and hyporheic 
zone studied by Jin et al. [2011]. Via numerical modeling, Lenkopane et al. [2009] found that 
salinity fluctuations in a tidal river impact on the groundwater flow and salinity patterns in 
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the riparian zone. The experimental and simulation results of Jin et al. [2011] revealed that 
even low density gradients modulate pore-water flow in the hyporheic zone, in particular, 
inducing a circulating flow below a hydraulic divide that would exist with no density effects, 
and providing a relatively fast solute transport mechanism and enhancing the overall mass 
exchange between the stream water and streambed. 
For a marsh system, the salinity variations can be induced by tidal fluctuation, 
precipitation, evapotranspiration and inland freshwater input. Evapotranspiration tends to 
concentrate salt on the marsh surface, increasing the salinity; and precipitation dissolves and 
dilutes the accumulated salt and hence decreases the salinity. When a marsh system is 
subjected to the influence of such salinity fluctuations, the pore-water flow in the marsh soil 
will be complicated due to the density gradients associated with salinity variations. For 
example, denser saltwater interacting with the less dense ambient groundwater, under certain 
conditions, may lead to gravitational instabilities in the form of fingers. These gravitational 
instabilities are of great significance, because the rapid penetrations of fingers into deep 
marsh soil areas can lead to more extensive and faster solute transport [Simmons et al., 2001]. 
Such flow instabilities have two potentially important ecological implications for salt 
marshes: (1) due to instabilities, the solute transport is enhanced with increased fluxes of 
dissolved nutrients from marsh sediments into coastal water; and (2) as mentioned above, 
salinity is an important determinant for plant zonation in salt marshes; and the spatial and 
temporal variation in soil salinity, affected by the density-dependent flow, may influence the 
spatial distribution of marsh plant.  
On the other hand, when the salinity of creek water decreases, what density effect may 
occur? Will a downward density gradient “decelerate” the solute transport and hence the 
exchange between marsh sediments and creek water? As will be introduced later, when less 
dense fluid overlies dense fluid, the flow is always stable. But the flow regime will be more 
complicated because of the tidal fluctuations. In addition to this, the salt distribution under 
such a downward salinity gradient will induce a very different salinity distribution from the 
case with upward density gradients. 
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This study aimed to investigate the effects of density gradients associated with salinity 
variations on pore-water flow in salt marshes. The three main objectives of the study are: 
1. To investigate the effects of upward salinity gradient on the pore-water flow in salt 
marshes. 
2. To examine the effects of downward salinity gradient on the pore-water flow in salt 
marshes. 
3. To characterize the unstable fingering flow under the condition of upward salinity 
gradient by conducting a parametric study. 
This PhD project also aimed to establish fundamental understanding of 
density-dependent flow in the marsh sediments under different conditions. Both laboratory 
experiments (for process understanding and model verification) and numerical simulations 
(for further investigations once verified against the experimental data), as described in details 
in Chapter 3, were used to examine the density-dependent flow in mash sediments. The 
research generated much-needed insight into the subsurface flow and solute transport 
processes in salt marshes. 
1.2 Thesis Outlines 
Chapter 1 presents an overview of research on pore-water flow and associated solute 
transport processes in salt marshes, problem statement, research objectives and thesis 
organization. 
Chapter 2 summarizes previous research on pore-water flow in salt marshes and 
density-dependent flow. From the literature review the research gap was identified, namely 
the effects of salinity variations on pore-water flow in marsh sediments have long been 
overlooked. 
Chapter 3 describes the methodology of laboratory experiments and numerical 
simulations. Tracer experiments were conducted in a sand flume. Details of the experiments 
including the setup, procedure, sand properties and measurements are described. The 
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numerical code for modelling saturated-unsaturated, variable-density groundwater flow with 
solute transport – SUTRA was used for conducting numerical simulations. Relevant 
information of the code, such as governing equations, numerical model setup, and calibration 
of numerical model is given. 
Chapter 4 addresses the first objective of the study. The findings highlighted the 
important role of upward salinity/density gradient in affecting the pore-water flow and solute 
transport in a salt marsh. Laboratory experiments and numerical simulations demonstrated 
that when the upward salinity/density gradient reached a certain level, instabilities in the form 
of fingering flow occurred. The size and number of salt fingers both varied from the 
near-creek zone to marsh interior. Near the creek the finger size was larger but there were less 
fingers, while in the interior part there were more fingers but of smaller sizes. This was 
because that the relatively strong circulation and advection near the creek overwhelmed the 
density effect but in marsh interior the density effect became dominant. Furthermore, the 
unstable fingers largely changed the pore-water flow locally, providing a mechanism of faster 
solute transport, especially in the marsh interior. Despite the locally significant effect of 
fingers, the overall water exchange between marsh soil and coastal water was only slightly 
enhanced by the upward salinity/density gradient since the exchange process was mainly 
controlled by the tidally-driven circulation. 
Chapter 5 addresses the second objective of the study. The findings highlighted the role 
of downward salinity/density gradient in modifying the pore-water flow and solute transport 
in marsh systems. Laboratory experiments and numerical simulations showed that the 
downward salinity/density gradient did not change the stability of the system and exerted 
little influence on the pore-water flow compared with the case of upward salinity/density 
gradient. However, downward salinity/density gradient impeded the water exchange between 
the marsh soil and coastal water, and such ‘weakening effect’ gradually disappeared with the 
decrease of density contrast due to mixing of surface water and pore-water. 
Chapter 6 investigates the third objective of the study. With the groundwater 
modelling code, SUTRA, a large number of numerical simulations were conducted 
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systematically to identify the onset condition for unstable pore-water flow and to quantify the 
characteristics of salt fingers in a marsh system. Based on a modified Rayleigh number and 
Péclet number proposed by Simmons and Narayan [1997], a critical condition which 
distinguishes the stable flow regime from the unstable one was found. However, different the 
finding of Simmons and Narayan [1997], my simulations showed that for instability to occur, 
a low Péclet number should be combined with a low Rayleigh number while a high Péclet 
number requires a large Rayleigh number. Also, it takes a shorter time for fingers to occur in 
cases where the corresponding Rayleigh number and Péclet number are very different from 
their respective critical values. In addition, the parametric study revealed that low 
salinity/density contrast between pore-water and creek water tends to stabilize the pore-water 
flow and solute transport processes, regardless of the hydraulic conductivity and dispersivity. 
The increase of dispersivity reduces the intensity of instability while higher hydraulic 
conductivity promotes the instability. In terms of number of fingers (NOF), the results 
showed that there is an increase of NOF associated with the increase of both Rayleigh 
number and Péclet number. Furthermore, the increase of hydraulic conductivity and creek 
water salinity largely accelerates the movement of the deepest plume front (DPF), especially 
in the marsh interior. In particular, higher conductivity results in faster movement of DPF 
compared to those in the middle zone and near creek. In contrast, the increase of dispersivity 
tends to slow down the movement of DPF due to its stabilizing effect. 
Chapter 7 draws conclusion on the main findings related to the effects of salinity 
variations on pore-water flow in salt marshes and the parametric study of fingers under 
variably-saturated conditions, as discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Limitations of the study 
and recommendations for future research are also given in this chapter. 
Parts of contents in Chapters 4 and 5 have been used in a manuscript submitted to the 
Water Resources Research journal, while Chapter 6 has been written as a “self-contained” 
manuscript for another journal submission. Each chapter presents an overview of the relevant 
literature and description of methodology. Therefore, repetition of part of the literature review 
and methodology occurred in these chapters.
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CHAPTER 2 -  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Salt marshes are important intertidal ecosystems providing a wide range of ecological 
functions. However, irrational human activities over the past few decades have led to a 
dramatic reduction in the area of salt marshes worldwide. This sharp decline has recently 
drawn much attention from researchers who aimed to reverse the trend. For conserving and 
restoring salt marshes, it is necessary to acquire a full understanding of the groundwater 
dynamics in marsh sediments since it largely underpins the various ecological functions of 
marsh systems. 
Over the past 40 years, numerous studies, either field investigations or numerical 
studies, have been conducted to gain insight into the subsurface flow in salt marshes under 
sole or combined impacts of various factors, including mainly tidal oscillation [Ursino et al., 
2004; Wilson and Morris, 2012; Wilson and Gardner, 2006; Xin et al., 2010a], 
evapotranspiration [Marani et al., 2006; Nuttle, 1986; Ursino et al., 2004], precipitation 
[Nuttle, 1986], soil properties [Gardner, 2007; Xin et al., 2009], topography [Gardner, 2005; 
Moffett et al., 2012; Xin et al., 2011] and inland freshwater input [Gardner and Reeves, 2002; 
Gardner et al., 2002; Nuttle and Harvey, 1995]. Despite various findings from these studies, 
possible influence of salinity variations has rarely been considered. Yet salinity variations 
commonly exist in salt marshes due to precipitation, evapotranspiration, inland freshwater 
input and tidal oscillation. Density-dependent flow resulting from salinity variations may play 
a significant role in salt marshes as it has been found to be important in other ecosystems, 
such as the riparian zone [Lenkopane et al., 2009] and hyporheic zone [Jin et al., 2011]. 
Lenkopane et al. [2009] found that salinity fluctuations in a tidal river impact on the 
groundwater flow and salinity patterns in the riparian zone, while Jin et al. [2011] revealed 
that even low density gradients affect flow in hyporheic zones, inducing a circulating flow 
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below a hydraulic divide that would otherwise exist (with no density effects), and providing a 
relatively fast solute transport mechanism and enhancing the overall mass exchange between 
the stream water and streambed. 
This PhD study aimed to investigate the effects of upward and downward 
salinity/density gradients on pore-water flow and associated solute transport processes in salt 
marshes and to characterize the unstable fingering flow under variably-saturated conditions. 
Laboratory experiments and numerical simulations were combined for the investigation. A 
sand flume was used for conducting laboratory experiments while the variable-saturation, 
variable-density groundwater flow model, SUTRA [Voss and Provost, 2008] was adopted to 
simulate the experimental observations and to further investigate the impacts of salinity 
variations at both laboratory- and field-scale. 
Given that the density-dependent flow in salt marshes has rarely been studied, in this 
chapter, previous studies relevant to the subsurface flow dynamics of salt marshes will be 
reviewed first and then the density-driven flow in other groundwater systems will be 
summarized to highlight the importance of considering the density effects for marsh systems. 
Finally, the research gaps based on the literature review are identified. 
2.2 Subsurface Flow in Marsh Sediments 
Although natural salt marshes have complex 3D topography with meandering tidal 
creeks embedded (Figure 2.1), most of previous studies were conducted along a 2D 
cross-section perpendicular to the tidal creek. Based on the 2D section, Figure 2.2 
schematically shows the water balance in a marsh system at a regional scale, and multiple 
factors affecting the subsurface hydrodynamics in a cross-section normal to the tidal creek at 
a local scale. The effects of these factors are reviewed as below. 
2.2.1 Pore-water flow under the tidal influence 
Among various factors that exert influence on the subsurface hydrodynamics of salt 
marshes, tide is the most important driving force for pore-water flow in salt marshes. Tidal 
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fluctuation leads to periodic submersion and emersion of salt marshes. During rising tide, 
tidal water propagates into the salt marsh through an intricate network of tidal creeks 
embedded in the marsh sediments (Figure 2.1), and rapidly infiltrates into the marsh soil 
during early stage of overtopping [Hemond et al., 1984], thereby saturating the marsh 
sediments. During falling tide, pore water and dissolved solute drain out through the creek 
bank and bed. Under certain conditions, the water table is decoupled from the seawater and a 
seepage face develops along the creek bank or on the marsh surface. 
 
Figure 2.1 Aerial view of a natural salt marsh at the land-ocean interface with meandering 
tidal creeks embedded in it. The red line represents a typical 2D cross-section based on which 
most previous studies have been carried out to investigate the subsurface flow and solute 




Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of water balance in a salt marsh system (at a regional scale, 
the broken frame represents a marsh system). Inflow from the upland is impounded by a dike. 
b) Schematic diagram of multiple factors affecting the marsh subsurface flow in a cross-creek 
section (at a local scale) (adopted from Cao et al. [2012]). 
At the early stage of research, the subsurface hydrodynamics of a salt marsh were 
mainly examined via field investigations. Pore-water drainage through the creek bank was 
thought to play an important role in affecting the productivity of salt marshes. Subsurface 
drainage of pore water has implications to both the productivity of salt marshes as well as 
being a pathway for exchange between marsh sediments and tidal waters. Therefore, 
determining both the volume of water loss and the area of marsh contributing to the seepage 
have been the general theme of most studies at that time. Almost all studies consistently 
indicated that pore water drainage is predominantly a near-creek phenomenon [Agosta, 1985; 
Harvey et al., 1987; Hemond and Fifield, 1982; Jordan and Correll, 1985; Nuttle and 
Hemand, 1988] and estimated the fluxes of pore water and solutes through sediments near the 
creeks. Investigation by Agosta [1985] on a Spartina Alterniflora-dominated salt marsh at the 
South Carolina coast revealed that net water loss of the sediments was 3-30% on each low 
tide and this loss was confined within 4 m from the creek. Jordan and Correll [1985] 
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estimated that seepage of pore water into tidal creek of the low marsh may account for 
probably less than half of the tidal export of dissolved nutrients. Yelverton and Hackney 
[1986] examined a Spartina alterniflora marsh in North Carolina and found that pore water 
was exported through a 25 m transect perpendicular to the tidal creek. Moreover, most of the 
flux (over 90%) occurred within 2 m of the creek bank. The investigation at Chesapeake Bay 
by Harvey et al. [1987] revealed that during exposure of the marsh surface, hydraulic 
gradients were mainly horizontal, and vertical gradients were small or zero. Subsurface flow 
moved from the marsh interior towards the creek bank. They adopted a numerical model to 
simulate the subsurface hydraulics and discovered that when flooded, vertical infiltration of 
creek water into the marsh surface accounts for 66% of the replacement of water discharged 
at the creek bank, and discharge from the interior marsh area accounts for 31% for the 
replacement while horizontal recharge at the creek bank only amounts to 3%. Nuttle and 
Hemand [1988] studied the New England salt marsh, his investigation showed that water loss 
due to drainage through the sediment into tidal creeks is effectively limited to within 10 m to 
15 m of the creek bank. During non-flooding neap tide periods, drainage is responsible for 40% 
of the water loss within 10 m of the creek. The rate and extent of advective solute transport 
associated with pore water drainage is controlled by the topography of the marsh surface. 
More subsequent work [Howes and Goehringer, 1995; Nuttle, 1988] all supported the 
opinion above. 
Admittedly, these pioneering investigations mentioned above have provided important 
information about the subsurface hydrodynamics of salt marshes. However, it is hard to 
separately quantify the relative effect of each factor because of the high degree of uncertainty 
at the field site. With the rapid development of numerical modelling approach and computer 
technology, numerical modeling is now often employed to examine theoretically the 
subsurface hydrodynamics of salt marshes [Gardner, 2005; Xin et al., 2010a]. With a 
numerical boundary integral equation model (BIEM), Gardner [2005] revealed that the 
maximum seepage flux always occurs at or near the intersection of the creek bank and the 
channel water surface; moreover, over a tidal cycle, two thirds of total seepage discharge 
occurs through the creek bank while the remaining one third through the channel bottom. Xin 
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et al. [2010a] introduced a new aeration variable (soil saturation index (SSI)) to explore the 
soil aeration condition (one important factor thought to affect the plant zonation of salt 
marshes) in salt marshes subject to spring-neap tides, this index can reflect the effects of 
groundwater flows on marsh soil aeration, which cannot be captured by the simple tidal 
inundation parameter called hydro-period [Silvestri et al., 2005]. Their simulation results 
demonstrated that with spring-neap tides considered, different flows dominate the near-creek 
area and the marsh interior. 
2.2.2 Pore-water flow affected by evapotranspiration 
Apart from tidal fluctuation, evapotranspiration is another important factor controlling 
the subsurface hydrodynamics of salt marshes and is believed to affect plant growth in the 
marsh. Evapotranspiration tends to lower pore-water pressure and increase upward flow of 
nutrition-carrying groundwater [Hemond and Fifield, 1982]. Lower pore-water pressure will 
facilitate oxygen transport, which is necessary for plant growth. While the increased upward 
flow of groundwater can directly enhance the nutrient condition for the plants. Hemond and 
Fifield [1982] found that in the marsh interior, subsurface flow was often dominated by 
evapotranspiration, which resulted in a substantial piezometric head gradient with a 
corresponding upward flow of groundwater. Dacey and Howes [1984] reported that the 
lowering of water table in the short grass zone of intertidal salt marsh is due to water intake 
by roots, rather than drainage. The removal of water from sediments has implications for 
plant growth, because this results in the entry of air, thus suggesting a feedback between plant 
growths, water intake and sediment oxidation. 
The finding by Dacey and Howes [1984] is supported by the work of Ursino et al. 
[2004], who used a finite element model of saturated-unsaturated subsurface flow to simulate 
the hydrodynamics of a salt marsh driven by tide and evapotranspiration. Their simulation 
outcomes showed that subsurface flow near tidal creeks is both vertical and horizontal, while 
further from the creeks it is primarily vertical. They also found that when the soil’s saturated 
conductivity reaches as low as 10-6 m/s, a persistently unsaturated zone exists below the soil 
surface even after the marsh has been flooded. They put forward a “positive feedback” 
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mechanism: pioneer plants on marshes can increase soil oxygen availability, thus creating 
conditions for the further development of other plants. However, Wilson and Gardner [2005] 
pointed out that the boundary conditions adopted by Ursino et al. [2004] were unrealistic. Li 
et al. [2005] extended the work of Ursino et al. [2004]. They employed a more realistic, 
two-phase model, which took both air and water flows into consideration, to investigate the 
combined effects of tide and evapotranspiration on soil aeration conditions. Their simulation 
results showed that the optimal aeration condition always occur near the creek, which may 
explain the phenomena discovered by Mendelssohn et al. [1981] that marsh plants such as 
Spartina alterniflora grow better near tidal creeks than in the inner areas. In addition to this, 
they also showed that the persistent unsaturated zone could be more extensive than calculated 
by Ursino et al. [2004], and further verified the ‘positive feedback’. Moreover, 
evapotranspiration can concentrate salt on the marsh surface. Then during tidal inundation or 
precipitation, the accumulated salt may be dissolved, hence altering the salinity and inducing 
salinity contrast between the surface water and groundwater. After infiltration, the density 
contrast will complicate the subsurface flow in marsh sediments. 
2.2.3 Pore-water flow impacted by soil properties 
Soil properties (e.g., hydraulic conductivity and permeability) also influence pore-water 
flow and solute cycling in salt marshes [Hemond and Fifield, 1982; Katz, 1980]. Hemond and 
Fifield [1982] showed that permeability was the most important soil property influencing 
subsurface flow in the marsh interior. Gardner [2005] argued that salt marshes with higher 
hydraulic conductivity yields greater seepage and therefore perhaps greater productivity. 
Gardner and Wilson [2006] compared four numerical models for simulating seepage from 
salt marsh sediments. Their results indicated that the accurate simulation of seepage from 
marsh soils is highly sensitive to aquifer compressibility. Gardner [2007] numerically 
investigated the effects of stratigraphy. Results showed that the presence of a sand layer 
beneath marsh mud is likely to increase seepage from marsh soils by about an order of 
magnitude as compared to that in a marsh consisting purely of mud. Macro-pore is another 
common feature of soil properties. Preferential flow via macro-pores can greatly enhance 
advective solute transport in sediments [Beven and Germann, 1982; Harvey and Nuttle, 1995; 
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Xin et al., 2009] and is likely to create a mechanism for rapid exchange with the overlying 
water. One kind of macro-pores commonly found on salt marshes is crab burrows. Crab 
burrowing turns over the sediment in salt marshes, thus increasing the surface area [Davey, 
1994]. The transport of sediment from the lower layers by turnover may serve to make 
available nutrients that otherwise would be trapped below the ground. Moreover, the burrows 
themselves would allow nutrient and salt water to penetrate deeper and more thoroughly into 
the marsh, possibly allowing plants more access to nutrients. The increased surface area by 
crab burrows causes oxidized zones to extend deeper into the sediments [Katz, 1980]. Xin et 
al. [2009] quantified the effects of crab burrows. With both field investigation and numerical 
modeling, they found that crab burrows affect both pore-water flow and solute transport. The 
crab burrows were found to increase the volume of tidally driven exchange between the 
marsh soil and the tidal creek. The presence of crab burrows improves the soil aeration 
conditions. 
2.2.4 Effects of other factors on pore-water flow in salt marshes 
Topography: topographic variations can occur over different spatial scales (e.g., the 
change of creek bank slope, aquifer thickness, channel bottom width) and have been found to 
be important in controlling the subsurface hydrodynamics of salt marshes. Harvey et al. 
[1987] found that changes in elevation exerted great control over the creek bank discharge. 
Gardner [2005] numerically discovered that increase in creek bank slope and aquifer 
thickness leads to increase of the seepage volume. The first 3D simulation by Xin et al. [2011] 
demonstrated strong flow asymmetry with non-zero mean flow velocities over the tidal 
period. The pore water flow was found to be strongly linked to marsh topography over a 
range of spatial scales. Xin et al. [2012] further extended the research by considering soil 
stratigraphy. They discovered that the layered structure (a low-permeability mud layer 
overlying a high-permeability sandy-loam layer) increased the pore-water flow speed and 
altered the flow direction. Also the water exchange between marsh soil and coastal water was 
enhanced while the traveling time of particles was reduced. Given that most studies were 
based on a semidiurnal tidal signal, Xin et al. [2013] explored the effects of spring-neap tide 
with the 3D model. They found that the shortest distance to creeks largely affected the soil 
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conditions, and the soil aeration in the upper marsh was improved. However, compared with 
semidiurnal tide, the spring-neap tide did not improve the local flushing. By integrating the 
coupled 2D surface water flow and 3D groundwater flow as well as zonal plant water use, 
Moffett et al. [2012] investigated the relations among plant zonation, plant water use and 
groundwater dynamics. They found that when the heterogeneities in terms of 
evapotranspiration rates, rooting depths and soil hydraulic properties were considered, there 
were several distinctive eco-hydrological zones with different hydraulic conditions. 
Regional flow: at the upland boundary of a salt marsh, there is freshwater input from 
adjacent upland [Carter et al., 2008; Gardner et al., 2002; Harvey and Odum, 1990; Nuttle 
and Harvey, 1995; Paulsen et al., 2001; Thibodeau et al., 1998]. Together with tidal 
fluctuation, precipitation and evapotranspiration, regional flow affects the salinity distribution 
in salt marshes, and thereby influence the plant distribution [Thibodeau et al., 1998]. Salinity 
of these areas is lower because the upwelling of freshwater from the forest inhibits the 
infiltration and concentration of tidal saline water; thus the development of a habitat for 
hypersaline-tolerant species is prevented. 
Precipitation: precipitation can act as another source of water as well as nutrients for 
salt marshes [Hemond and Burke, 1981; Nuttle, 1986; Valiela et al., 1978]. At the beginning 
of precipitation, rainwater infiltrates the marsh sediments, and gradually becomes surface 
runoff when the capability of soil adsorption is exceeded. The net balance between 
evapotranspiration and precipitation is believed to be important factor in controlling soil 
salinity, particularly in the less frequently flooded high marsh zone. Precipitation can dilute 
the salt accumulated on the marsh surface by evapotranspiration, thereby decreasing the 
pore-water salinity. When precipitation is stronger than evapotranspiration, salinity on the 
marsh platform may be decreased. In contrast, the salinity may increase if evapotranspiration 
overwhelms precipitation. 
2.3 Density-driven Flow 
Over the last few decades, there has been a large volume of work in the field of 
density-driven flow, because of the worldwide concerns with the future of energy and water 
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resources and environmental pollution. Variable-density flow processes are important in a 
number of natural systems, as demonstrated by numerous laboratory and field observations. 
To date, various variable-density flow phenomena exist in groundwater hydrology, such as 
seawater intrusion and upcoming in coastal aquifers [Diersch et al., 1984; Reilly and 
Goodman, 1987; Volker and Rushton, 1982]. Unstable flow phenomena in systems where 
denser fluid overlies less dense groundwater have also been studied extensively [Simmons et 
al., 2002]. Generally, density-dependent flow can be classified according to the direction of 
the density gradient. When a denser fluid is located below a less dense fluid (downward 
density gradient), it is described as the stable density configuration, such as the saltwater 
intrusion problem. These problems are referred to as stable-interface problems. The problem 
in which a denser fluid overlies a less dense fluid (upward density gradient) has an unstable 
density configuration and is termed as an unstable-interface problem. One typical field of 
unstable-interface problem is salt fingering, which has been well studied [Stern, 1960; 
Stommel et al., 1956]. Despite its importance, density-driven flow has not been examined in 
detail in marsh sediments to my best knowledge. As will be demonstrated hereinafter, the 
density-driven flow may exert significant influence on the subsurface flow dynamics in salt 
marshes. 
2.3.1 Unstable-interface Problem 
When a denser fluid overlies a less dense fluid, under certain conditions, gravitational 
instability in the form of fingering flow may occur. Instabilities, due to variability in density 
and/or viscosity, superimpose perturbations on evolving concentration distributions. The 
stability of a groundwater flow system is reflected by how flow responds to small 
perturbations in pressure, concentration, and/or temperature. Flow is considered to be stable 
if the system is disturbed slightly from the initial condition; and the variation in the 
movement of the system remains similar to the initial perturbation or decays in time. A flow 
is unstable if the perturbation grows or continues to displace the position of the system from 
its initial state. An unstable system will attempt to return to stability through fluid mixing that 
may eventually produces stable density and/or viscosity gradients [Holzbecher, 1998]. 
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The instabilities can occur between either immiscible or miscible fluids – in our study it 
is the miscible condition. The convection can be either for heat transport or mass (solute) 
transport. Also, according to the driving force, the convection can be further classified as free 
convection (purely driven by the density contrast/gradient), forced convection (driven by 
hydraulic gradient) and mixed convection (both free convection and forced convection are 
involved) [Holzbecher, 1998]. In this project regarding the subsurface flow dynamics of salt 
marshes affected by salinity variations and tidal fluctuations, the convection pattern in the 
marsh sediments results from mixed convection, which is impacted by the hydraulic gradient 
induced by tidal fluctuations and density gradients generated by salinity variations 
[Holzbecher and Yusa, 1995]. 
Although most mass transport studies in groundwater have been focused on transport 
which occurs due to forced convection alone, there have been various studies on mixed 
convection in groundwater systems. For example, Oostrom et al. [1992b] performed tank 
experiments with a homogeneous porous media. They injected contaminated water at the top 
of the tank to simulate a landfill with dense leachate infiltrating to a groundwater system. 
Their results showed that for a given porous medium, the magnitude of horizontal flow 
velocity, the contaminant leachate rate, and the density difference between the contaminant 
solution and the ambient groundwater influenced the stability of the plumes. Simmons and 
Narayan [1997] numerically studied mixed convection processes below a saline disposal 
basin located between a recharge and discharging zone. Their simulation results show that the 
salt front movement is related to both the ability of the dense saline water to mix convectively 
with underlying groundwater and the strength of the regional advective velocity. 
Zimmermann et al. [2006] simulated the groundwater flow and transport mechanisms below 
islands in the Okavango Delta. Their results demonstrate that continuous evapotranspiration 
on the islands results in accumulation of solutes and the formation of a saline boundary layer 
which eventually becomes unstable. But the density effects may be entirely overridden by 
lateral flow on islands embedded in a sufficiently high regional hydraulic gradient. 
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2.3.2 Dimensionless numbers as indicators of stability/instability 
Instabilities may occur under certain conditions; and many studies have been carried 
out to derive a dimensionless number to determine the onset of instabilities. For free 
convection in porous medium, the Rayleigh number, aR , is often used to quantitatively 
measure the relative strength between (negative) buoyancy forces (tending to cause flow 









=  (2.1) 
where k  is permeability [L2]; ρ∆  is the density difference between maximum density and 
base reference density [ML-3]; g  is the magnitude of gravitational acceleration [LT-2]; µ  is 
the dynamic viscosity [ML-1T-1]; φ  is porosity [-]; 0D  is molecular diffusivity [L2T-1]; and 
H  is the height of the porous layer [L]. For sufficiently high Rayleigh numbers, greater than 
a critical value (Ra,c), flow instability will occur in the form of fingering flow. This critical 
Rayleigh number (Ra,c) defines the transition from dispersive/diffusive solute transport (at 
lower Rayleigh numbers) to convective transport dominated by density-driven fingers (at 
higher Rayleigh numbers). 
However, several studies have indicated the limitation of Rayleigh number in terms of 
its applicability [Schincariol et al., 1994; Simmons et al., 2001]. Simmons et al. [2001] argued 
that the dimensional analysis that leads to Rayleigh number makes assumptions that are not 
relevant or appropriate in some cases: First of all, in deriving the Rayleigh number, a 
steady-state flow field is assumed. In the original Rayleigh number definition, only molecular 
diffusion is included while the effects of mechanical dispersion caused by groundwater flow 
are neglected. But in mixed convective systems (which is also the case in our studies), 
mechanical dispersion is more significant than molecular diffusion. Therefore Simmons et al. 
[2001] replaced the molecular diffusion term with a transverse dispersion of the form 
0T amb TD D v α= + , with ambv  being the ambient velocity [LT-1] which can be calculated from 
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the head gradient and hydraulic conductivity using Darcy’s Law and Tα  being the 
transverse dispersivity [L]. In other mixed convection studies [Duffy and Al-Hassan, 1988; 
Oostrom et al., 1992a], the Rayleigh number was also modified to account for the effects of 
mechanical dispersion. Furthermore, in the non-dimensionalization process, the porous layer 
thickness, H , was used as the appropriate length scale because the density profile across the 
entire layer was assumed to vary linearly and uniformly with density (or concentration) 
gradient. However, in most transport problems, plumes tend to be localised and do not extend 
across the entire aquifer and the concentration distribution is typically nonlinear. The 
boundary layer where instabilities are generated and begin to propagate is not affected by 
aquifer depth at early times. Also the original Rayleigh number is derived under the 
assumption of homogeneity. A representative Rayleigh number which qualifies the 
convection process for heterogeneous or layered porous media does not exist. Although the 
effects of heterogeneity on unstable flow are not within our research scope, this is stated as a 
limitation for the use of Rayleigh number. 
In real environmental systems, free convective phenomena are very rare. At least a 
second force has to be considered in many situations of practical relevance (for groundwater 
flow, it is usually the hydraulic gradient). For mixed convection, forced convection also plays 
a role. Under this condition, another dimensionless number, Péclet-number, is also often used, 







=  (2.2) 
where charv  is a characteristic velocity representing the additional driving force. Péclet 
number is defined as the ratio of the rate of convective transport to that of diffusive transport 
and plays an important role in determining the onset of instability [Nield and Bejan, 2006]. It 
is noteworthy that 
eP  should not be confused with the grid-Péclet number, which is relevant 
for numerical simulations. Simmons and Narayan [1997] also modified the molecular 
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diffusion term in Equation (2.2) with a transverse dispersion of the form 0T amb TD D v α= + . 
Their results showed that the stability criterion of mixed convection depends on these two 
dimensionless numbers: Rayleigh and Péclet numbers. Stability was achieved with a 
modified Rayleigh number given by * */ (1 ) 1250a a eR R P= − ≤ . 
The combined form with the above two dimensionless numbers was first introduced by 
Holzbecher and Yusa [1995], who examined an idealized situation of geothermal flow in a 
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In later studies, this is often termed as the mixed convection number. Kaleris and Lagas 
[2003] used this number for the characterisation of subsurface groundwater discharge into 
saline water bodies. They find a critical 0C  number, which marks the partition between pure 
freshwater discharge and brackish water discharge. Below that critical margin, the density 
gradient is not high enough for saline water to penetrate into the sediments at the sea bottom 
and thus fresh groundwater from nearby land, enters the saline reservoir without any mixing 
in the porous medium below the ground. 
2.3.3 Perturbation functions and critical wavelength 
Despite the usefulness of using dimensionless numbers to determine the onset of 
convection, the criterion based on Rayleigh number and Péclet number does not account for 
the perturbing function at the interface of the density varying fluids [Simmons and Narayan, 
1997]. In other words, the Rayleigh stability criterion gives only a threshold for the onset of 
instability but does not provide any information on the wavelength or the growth rate of the 
instability. It is necessary to conduct a perturbation analysis to determine the aquifer response 
to varied perturbations. A theoretical analysis by List [1965] showed that the wavelength of 
the perturbation plays a role in determining whether instabilities will develop in 
density-stratified systems in which a fluid of higher density overlies a fluid of lower density. 
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Schincariol et al. [1994] suggested that a Rayleigh stability criterion alone may not be 
sufficient with no consideration of the wavelength of the perturbing function. 
List [1965] introduced the concept of interface stability when perturbed with different 
wavelengths (the distance between fingers). His theoretical analysis, unlike the experiment, 
provides useful information about the relationship between the instabilities developed and the 
initial perturbation. Insight is obtained because the spectrum of mathematical functions 
representing the perturbations in the shape of the interface and velocity is formally defined as 
part of the analysis. Mathematically, these perturbations are created through the superposition 
of spatially oscillatory terms, which in List’s case have a sinusoidal form. List [1965] work 
provides important physical insights into critical features of the perturbing function. Of 
particular importance is the wavelength of the disturbance along the fluid-fluid or plume 
interface. In addition, List [1965] theoretical analysis shows that not all wavelengths in a 
perturbing function are unstable for a given system. Thus perturbations with a wavelength 
greater than the “critical wavelength” grow, while those below decay. Parlange and Hill 
[1976] theoretically analysed the wetting front instability in soils using the wavelength 
defined based on soil properties. They found that the critical wavelength for fine-textured 
soils was larger than for coarse-textured soils. Schincariol et al. [1994] numerically studied 
the fingering instabilities in relation to contamination problems where a denser plume is 
enclosed by and is moving along in a body of less dense fluid. They found that whether the 
initial perturbation grows or decays depends mainly on the wavelength of the perturbing 
function. A critical perturbation wavelength must be exceeded for a perturbation to grow; 
otherwise the perturbation simply decays.  
2.3.4 Factors affecting the development of instabilities 
Previous work [Oostrom et al., 1992a; Oostrom et al., 1992b; Schincariol et al., 1994; 
1997; Simmons and Narayan, 1997; Xie et al., 2011] has indicated that the development of 
instabilities is dependent on various factors including horizontal flow velocity, contaminant 
leachate rate, density difference between the dense water and background fluid, 
hydrodynamic dispersion, hydraulic permeability of the porous media, effective porosity and 
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heterogeneity. 
With the increase of density difference, the instability is more likely to occur and the 
growth rate of instability is more rapid [Schincariol et al., 1994; 1997]. For miscible 
displacement, dispersion is the factor that acts against the onset of instability and may smooth 
out or eliminate the fingers before they have a chance to grow. Moreover, dispersion reduces 
the density difference that drives the instabilities. Significant dispersion indicates stronger 
dissipation capability of the system, thereby providing more resistance to the instability [Xie 
et al., 2011]. Schincariol et al. [1997] carried out numerical simulations incorporating the 
effects of heterogeneity in the intrinsic permeability field and found that the statistical 
characteristics of the permeability field (mean, variance, correlation length scales) played an 
important role in the onset and subsequent growth or decay of instabilities. Simulations by 
Xie et al. [2011] showed that small effective porosity can promote faster finger movement. 
2.3.5 Instabilities in unsaturated-saturated porous medium 
It is noteworthy that all these studies mentioned above were focused on flow and 
transport in the saturated condition. There have been few studies regarding the 
variable-density flow and solute transport in variably-saturated conditions, related to flow 
instability [Boufadel et al., 1999; Falta et al., 1989; Mendoza and Frind, 1990a; b; Oostrom 
et al., 1992b; Ouyang and Zheng, 1999; Simmons et al., 2002; Thorenz et al., 2002]. Using 
sand flumes, Oostrom et al. [1992b] investigated saturated density-driven flow but included a 
narrow unsaturated zone and water table in their physical models. Liu and Dane [1996] found 
that considerable transport occurred in the capillary fringe and unsaturated zone. Ouyang and 
Zheng [1999] numerically studied the role of density-driven transport of dissolved chemicals 
through an unsaturated sandy soil. A plume of acephate was shown to migrate 22% further 
due to density effects. Boufadel et al. [1999] employed a numerical model to examine the 
effects of capillary fringe and viscosity on density-dependent flows below dry salt lakes. 
They found that concentration-dependent viscosity effects were minor in unsaturated water 
flow conditions and that soil moisture content and capillarity effects determined the extent to 
which fluid viscosity controlled concentration distributions. Thorenz et al. [2002] combined 
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experiments and numerical simulations to evaluate density-dependent, saltwater-freshwater 
flow patterns in both saturated and partially saturated zones, but they focused on the 
saltwater-freshwater interactions rather than unstable flow induced by density contrast. 
Simmons et al. [2002], for the first time, carried out a series of laboratory experiments to 
investigate the density flow in unsaturated-saturated porous media. Their main observations 
were: (1) neutral and low density contrasts resulted in stable plumes while medium and high 
contrasts caused gravitational instabilities; (2) lack of fingers in the unsaturated zone; and (3) 
the density of the fluid is critical in determining whether instabilities will form at the water 
table and their subsequent growth rates. We assume that in salt marshes, these phenomena 
discovered by Simmons et al. [2002] may also exist, because the marsh sediments are initially 
unsaturated-saturated before the tidal inundations. However, as stated by Simmons et al. 
[2002], the stability criterion for the onset and growth of instabilities in variably-saturated 
porous media remains unclear. 
2.4 Research Gaps 
Numerous studies reviewed above have provided insights into the effects of various 
factors on subsurface flow dynamics in salt marshes. However, all these studies assume 
constant salinity in the tidal creek water and pore-water in the marsh soil, and the impacts of 
salinity difference between the creek water and pore-water have not been considered or 
investigated. The salinity condition in a tidal creek can exhibit strong temporal variations in 
response to seasonal rainfall, daily evapotranspiration and periodic tidal fluctuations. 
Significant variation in creek water salinity has been observed in the field investigation by 
[Cao et al., 2012]. Previous studies have shown that, during overtopping, the creek water will 
rapidly infiltrate the marsh soil and saturate it. When the salinity of the creek water is higher 
than that of the pore water, the density contrast between the dense saltwater and the 
underlying less dense ambient groundwater can significantly affect subsurface flow and 
transport processes. Under certain conditions, flow instabilities in the form of fingers can 
occur (see preliminary experimental results hereinafter). This process is very important 
because it can potentially lead to more rapid and spatially extensive solute transport. Simmons 
et al. [2001] listed three main reasons for the significance of fingers: 1) the total quantity of 
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solute transported by convective mixing is typically far greater than that transported by 
diffusion; 2) the time scales associated with mixing are significantly reduced; and 3) the 
dimensions of the mixing zone are typically larger, enabling solutes to spread over much 
greater distances. 
The complexity of density-dependent flow in salt marshes under the above stated 
condition is that, unlike previous studies of density-dependent flow, most of which assume a 
steady boundary condition [Xie et al., 2011], the boundary condition for a marsh system is 
dynamic. The convection process in the marsh sediment is mixed, due to the presence of 
varying hydraulic gradients induced by tidal fluctuations (forced convection) and density 
contrast caused by salinity variations (free convection). Additionally, the alternative 
appearance and disappearance of the unsaturated zone due to the tidal fluctuation makes the 
convection pattern even more complicated. So far, there have not been many studies on such 
an unstable flow in variably-saturated porous media. 
On the other hand, when the salinity of creek water decreases to be lower than that of 
the pore water, the opposite density effect may also largely affect the subsurface flow, likely 
to weaken the pore-water circulation and exchange process. Consequently, examining the 
effect of variable salinity conditions (both upward and downward salinity gradients) is of 
great importance to advance our understanding of the subsurface flow dynamics of salt 
marshes.  
Generally, the research gaps can be identified as lack of understanding of the 
density-dependent groundwater flow in salt marshes. Moreover, to date, most of the 
theoretical investigations on subsurface flow dynamics in salt marshes are based on 
numerical simulations, because numerical models can be readily modified to cover a wide 
range of situations. However, there is an urgent need for data against which these numerical 
models can be verified. The lack of data has caused uncertainty in terms of the accuracy and 
reliability of these models. Field investigations are expensive and time-consuming to be 
carried out, and the data collected may be affected by many factors and hence it is difficult to 
evaluate the relative importance of every factor. Laboratory experiments provide a good 
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alternative because they can be conducted under more controllable conditions, thus enabling 
us to investigate the effects of solo or combined factors. 
In order to achieve a better understanding of the pore-water flow and associated solute 
transport processes in a marsh system, the following key questions were identified and 
addressed in this research: 
1. How does the salinity variation between surface and subsurface waters, in combination 
with tidal force, affect the subsurface flow in salt marshes? For example, will the 
near-creek circulation be changed or enhanced dramatically? 
2. Will the effects of salinity variation be different between cases under conditions of 
upward and downward salinity gradients, respectively? What are the differences in terms 
of flow and exchange across the marsh surface? 




CHAPTER 3 -  METHODOLOGIES 
3.1 Introduction 
The pore-water flow and associated solute transport processes in salt marshes have 
been relatively well studied and understood under the impacts of various factors, including 
tidal oscillation, evapotranspiration, precipitation, topography, soil properties and inland 
freshwater input [Gardner, 2005; 2007; Gardner and Reeves, 2002; Gardner et al., 2002; 
Moffett et al., 2012; Nuttle, 1988; Ursino et al., 2004; Wilson and Gardner, 2005; 2006; Xin 
et al., 2009; Xin et al., 2011; Xin et al., 2010a]. However, the combined effects of tidal 
oscillations and salinity variations have rarely been investigated. This study covers three 
main areas: investigating the effects of upward salinity gradient on the pore-water flow 
(Chapter 4), the effects of downward salinity gradient on the pore-water flow (Chapter 5) and 
a parametric study for characterizing unstable flow and fingers in a marsh system (Chapter 6). 
An approach combining physical (laboratory experiments) and numerical simulation was 
adopted for the investigation. The detailed laboratory experimental setup, experimental 
procedure, governing equations of numerical code, numerical model setup, simulation cases 
and calibration are described in this chapter. 
Laboratory experiments were conducted within a sand flume at Hohai University 
(HHU), Nanjing, China. In the laboratory experiments, a red food dye was used to trace the 
plume movement under different conditions. Tracer experiments using food dye have been 
successfully used in several previous studies of variable-density flow [Chang and Clement, 
2013; Kuan et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2002]. In this study, sorption tests following the 
method of Goswami and Clement [2007] were conducted to confirm the inert property of the 
dye in the interaction with the porous medium (i.e., no sorption of the dye by the sand). High 
resolution digital photographs were taken to track the plume movement in the sand flume 
during the experiments. The experimental setup was essentially two-dimensional, focusing on 
flow and salt transport processes in the vertical and cross-creek direction. In parallel to the 
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laboratory experiments, the variably-saturated, variable-density groundwater flow code, 
SUTRA [Voss and Provost, 2008] was used to conduct numerical investigations. The 
numerical model was first calibrated using the experimental data before it was applied to 
further investigate scenarios based on both a laboratory-scale and field-scale. 
 
Figure 3.1 (a) Photo of the sand flume used for conducting laboratory experiments. (b) 
Schematic diagram of the sand flume and other experimental apparatus including saltwater 
tank, variable head overflow (VHO) for generating tidal oscillation. The marsh platform is 
sloping with a mild slope of 0.009. The red color indicates pre-prepared tidal water mixed 
with red dye for tracking the plume movement later on. (c) Schematic diagram of the 
laboratory-scale setup. All the experiments were conducted in a relatively dark environment 
to avoid the influence of external (natural) light, and an overhead lighting systems was use to 
provide light. A digital single lens reflex camera is connected to a desktop computer to 
automatically take photos of the flume front at a time interval of 60 s. 
3.2 Laboratory Experiments 
3.2.1 Apparatus and setting 
Experiments were carried out in a 3.5 m (length) × 0.8 m (height) × 0.1 m (width) sand 
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flume, which was newly constructed from 12 mm-thick tempered glass mounting on an 
adjustable steel platform (Figure 3.1). The flume was divided into two parts: the left hand 
side part was packed with sand to simulate the marsh sediment and the right hand side was a 
saltwater reservoir representing the tidal creek. These two parts were separated by a fine 
stainless steel screen to prevent the sand form entering the saltwater reservoir. A relatively 
steep creek bank slope was adopted (1:1) in this study due to the limited length of the sand 
flume and the marsh platform was mildly sloping with a slope of 0.01. To make sure that the 
steep creek bank was stable under the influence of tidal fluctuations, a stainless mesh 
mounted on a plastic frame was placed above it to prevent sediment movement. 
Saltwater was pumped from a saltwater tank into the reservoir via a variable head 
overflow (VHO) column, which generated the sinusoidal tidal signal [Cartwright et al., 
2003]: 
 0 0( ) sin( )mslh t Z A tω= +  (3.1) 
where mslZ  is the mean sea level [L]; 0A  is the tidal amplitude [L]; ω  is the angular 
frequency [T-1]; 0 ( )h t  is the water level [L] in the VHO as a function of time t  [T]. 
3.2.2 Sand properties and experimental procedure 
The grain size distribution of the sand is relatively uniform with d50 = 0.24 mm and 
d90/d10 = 2.86. The saturated hydraulic conductivity of the sand was measured to be 4.35× 
10-3 m s-1 using the constant-head method and the bulk porosity was found to be 0.46 using 
the oven-drying method [Chinese National Standard, 1999]. The permeability of the sand 
used is much higher than those of typical marsh soils – either sandy loam, silt loam or clay 
[Wilson et al., 2008]. However, this porous medium of a higher permeability was needed for 
the laboratory experiments, which were conducted under conditions of reduced spatial and 
temporal scales. As the physically simulated tidal period was only 354 seconds, the 
hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium had to be increased. Although similitude 
cannot be achieved fully between the physical model (experiment) and prototype (natural 
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marsh), a key scale factor considered in the design of the experiments is given by 
non-dimensional number, /Hε λ=  with H  being the marsh soil thickness and λ  being 




 where K  and en  are the 
hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity of the marsh soil, respectively, and ω  is the 
tidal angular frequency). This non-dimensional number controls largely the tide-induced 
pore water circulation in the marsh soil (a dominant process even with unstable flow 
occurred). For the experimental condition, ε  is calculated to be 1.43, within the range for 
natural salt marshes. 
The initial pore-water salinity in the sand was set uniformly to 15 ppt (mass fraction, 
parts per thousand) in all cases, while the initial salinity of tidal creek water was set to 15, 
33.65 and 2.64 ppt to represent the base case with no density effects (I), upward 
salinity/density gradient case (II) and downward salinity/density gradient case (III), 
respectively. The selection of these salinity values and corresponding salinity contrasts was 
partly based on the filed measurements results of Cao et al. [2012] and Hughes et al. [2012], 
which have reported high and low salinities of surface water in salt marshes within the 
selected range. Although the upward and downward salinity/density gradient cases represent 
simplified conditions, a relatively persistent gradient, either upward or downward, can still 
occur in reality. For example, when there is little freshwater input to or precipitation in the 
area and the inundation period is relatively short, upward salinity/density gradients may exist 
in the marsh soil for a considerable period of time. The saltwater was prepared by dissolving 
sodium chloride (NaCl, Analytical Reagent grade) in deionized water according to the 
salinity required. Among various conservative tracers that have been used in previous 
experiments (e.g., Lissamine, Amino G Acid, LiCl and NaCl), NaCl was chosen in this study 
for the convenience of its measurement through electrical conductivity (EC). A FD&C red 
food dye (Roha Dyechem Pvt Ltd) was added to the saltwater in the creek in order to track 
the plume that developed as the creek water moved through the marsh sediment. Each 
experiment was run for 200 tidal cycles, during which high-resolution digital photographs 
were taken at an interval of 60 s to record the plume movement. 
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Prior to each experiment, the sand was first thoroughly rinsed with deionized water (4 
times and 1 hour each time) following the method of [Jin et al., 2010] to remove impurities. 
It was then washed with saltwater of 15 ppt salinity for a sufficiently long time (4 times and 
1.5 hours each time) to ensure that the pore water in the sand had the initial salinity of 15 ppt. 
During the wash, a handheld multi-parameter meter (YSI Professional Plus) was used to 
monitor the pore-water salinity. Afterwards, the sand was put into the flume and settled by 
gravity through pre-filled saltwater of 15 ppt to ensure that the initial pore-water salinity was 
uniform (equal to 15 ppt) and to avoid trapped air [Cartwright et al., 2003]. 
3.2.3 Experimental measurements 
For each experimental case, there were five different measurements, including 
pore-water pressure, pore-water salinity, salinity variation in saltwater reservoir and saltwater 
tank, tidal signal and plume movement. 
Measurement 1: Tidal signal 
Video recording was used to record the water level variations in the saltwater reservoir 
and analyzed later by plotting the time-series. Videos were recorded for several tidal cycles 
every hour and the averaged values were used to minimize the reading errors. It is noteworthy 
that although the change of water level in the VHO followed a sinusoidal trend, the tidal 
signal measured from the saltwater reservoir was not perfectly sinusoidal (Figure 3.4c). The 
difference between measured (in the creek) and preset sinusoidal (for VHO) tidal signals 
mainly lies in the inundation period. It can be seen that during overtopping, the increase of 
tidal signal in the saltwater reservoir was slower than the sinusoidal signal. This was because 
the surface water in the saltwater reservoir spread across a much wider area than the 
pre-inundation period. For numerical simulations in Chapter 4 and 5, the measured tidal 
signal was adopted to more accurately simulate the experimental observations; but a standard 
sinusoidal tidal signal was used in Chapter 6 for the purpose of generality and simplicity. 
Measurement 2: Plume movement 
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The plume movement during each experiment was recorded via high-resolution 
photographing (Figure 3.1c). A digital single lens reflex (DSLR) was connected to a desktop 
computer and controlled by the photographing software to automatically take photos at a time 
interval of 60 s through the whole of a black curtain, which was used to prevent reflection 
from the sand flume. 
Measurement 3: Pore-water pressure variation 
To measure the pore-water pressure variations, 8 columns of 23 piezometers (in total) 
were installed at the back side of the sand flume with certain depth and width intervals 
(Figure 3.2a&b). Water levels in the piezometers were recorded by video and then later 
digitized through manual reading. 
Measurement 4: Pore-water salinity change 
To measure the pore-water salinity variations, 8 columns of sampling holes (with a 
diameter of 8 mm and a total number of 50) were drilled at the back side of the flume (Figure 
3.2d). These holes were sealed with round silicon plate to avoid leakage. A 100-µl syringe 
(using model 1710 syringe manufactured by Hamilton Company) with a fine needle was used 
for sampling. Samples were taken through the sampling holes on the flume wall. A volume of 
100µl of pore-water was extracted for each sample. The relatively small sampling volume 
was unlikely to affect significantly the flow field in the vicinity of the sampling port. The 
water sample was diluted with 5 ml of deionized water to allow sufficient volume for the 
subsequent EC measurement (using DDSJ-308A manufactured by Shanghai Precision and 
Scientific Instrument Company). To avoid disturbance on flow and solute transport in the 
marsh soil, only one sample of a small volume was extracted at each sampling point and time. 
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Figure 3.2 (a) Schematic diagram of piezometer locations on the back side of sand flume. 
Eight columns of 23 piezometers in total were used for measuring the pore-water pressure 
variations. More piezometers were placed near the creek due to the relatively strong and 
rapidly changing circulation. (b) Photo of piezometers installed on the back side of sand. (c) 
Picture of the piezometer tip placed in the sand flume, hollow stainless steel tube was used 
for making the tip with some holes evenly drilled on it. The tip was wrapped with stainless 
steel mesh to prevent the sand from entering the tube and blocking the piezometer. (d) 
Schematic diagram of locations of pore-water sampling ports on the back side of the sand 
flume. Eight columns of 50 sampling holes in total were drilled. 
Measurement 5: Salinity variation of the surface water 
Six electrical conductivity (EC) probes manufactured by OMEGA Engineering were 
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used to measure the salinity variations in the saltwater reservoir and saltwater tank, with five 
placed in the saltwater reservoir and the sixth one in the saltwater tank (Figure 3.3). These 
probes were connected to a data logger which automatically recorded the EC variations 
during each experiment. 
 
Figure 3.3 (a) Transmitters that send out electrical signal for measuring the electrical 
conductivity of saltwater in the saltwater reservoir and saltwater tank. (b) Schematic diagram 
of probe locations in the saltwater reservoir: the top three were placed at high tidal mark, 
mean sea level and low tide mark respectively, while probes 4 and 5 were evenly placed 
below the low tide mark. There was also a probe placed in the saltwater tank, which is not 
shown here. (c) Photo of the probe tip placed in the saltwater reservoir and saltwater tank. 
3.3 Numerical Modelling 
A two-dimensional variably-saturated variable-density groundwater flow model, 
SUTRA [Voss and Provost, 2008], was used to numerically investigate the effects of salinity 
variations on subsurface hydrodynamics in salt marshes and to quantify the characteristics of 
unstable fingering flow under variably-saturated conditions. The simulation results provided 
further insights into the pore-water flow velocity change and corresponding solute transport 
flux, path and travel time of particles, water exchange between the marsh sediment and 
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coastal water. All these simulated data could not be directly measured from laboratory 
experiments. The model was first calibrated against the experimental results from the base 
case and upward salinity gradient case. A field-scale model was established to further 
examine the effects of upward and downward salinity gradients on pore-water flow in marsh 
sediments. In all study cases, the numerical models simulated processes that occurred in a 
vertical cross-creek aquifer section (2D), assuming negligible flow and solute transport in the 
along-creek direction. 
3.3.1 Mathematical model 
The Saturated-Unsaturated Transport (SUTRA) model developed by Voss and Provost 
[2008] simulates two-dimensional variably-saturated variably-density groundwater flow and 
solute transport. The model employs a hybrid finite-element mesh discretization and 
integrated finite difference time-stepping method to approximate the governing equations for 
the coupled processes being simulated. SUTRA solves the governing equations of 
“conservation of mass of fluid” and “conservation of mass of salt” and computes flow 
velocities using Darcy’s law. The governing equation of the flow is given by, 
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 (3.2) 
where φ  is the soil porosity [-]; wS  is the soil water saturation [-]; t  is the time [T]; 
( )K ψ is the hydraulic conductivity [LT-1] which depends on the capillary pressure head, ψ  
[L]; Φ is the hydraulic head [L]; P  is the pore-water pressure [ML-1T-2]; ρ  is the fluid 
density [ML-3]; g  is the magnitude of gravitational acceleration [LT-2]; Z  is the elevation 
[L]; vQ  is the source/sink term [T-1]; and sS is the specific storativity [L-1]. In SUTRA, the 
specific storage coefficient [L-1] is given by, 
 
[(1 ) ]sS gρ φ α φβ= − +  (3.3) 
where α  [M-1LT2] and β  [M-1LT2] are the compressibility coefficients for soil matrix and 
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water, respectively. The storativity term in Equation (3.3) accounts for the storage change due 
to the compressibility of soil matrix and water, assuming constant total stress on the soil 
skeleton [Voss and Provost, 2008]. When the marsh is flooded on rising tide, fluctuations of 
pore-water pressure with varying overlying water depth would lead to changes of effective 
stress under the assumption of constant total stress, generating an artificial pressure wave 
through the elastic soil. Consequently, an artificial flux would occur at the boundary flooded 
[Reeves et al., 2000]. However, the total stress on the marsh soil is not constant during the 
flooding but varies in the same way as the pore-water pressure, thus giving approximately an 
invariant effective stress (i.e., no expansion or contraction of soil matrix). To account for the 
total stress variation and remove the artificial flux, a tidal loading term needs to be 
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where Tσ  is the total stress [ML-1T-2] and / /T t g D tσ ρ∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂  with D  being the local 
surface water depth, i.e., local surface water level - local marsh surface elevation [L]. If the 
calculated D  is less than zero, the local marsh surface is exposed (i.e., under a constant total 
stress) and then the tidal loading term is no longer needed (i.e., / 0T tσ∂ ∂ = ). Following the 
approach of Reeves et al. [2000], the tidal loading term was incorporated into SUTRA as a 
source/sink term. Note that SUTRA models mass flux and thus volumetric flux needs to be 
multiplied by the fluid density ( ρ  [ML-3]) in computing the source/sink. For each node 
(indicated here by superscript i ) vertically beneath the overlying surface water, a mass flux 
( mQ ) related to the tidal loading was incorporated as follows, 
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 (3.5) 
where iV  [L3] is the control volume related to node i . 
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The fluid density is a function of solute concentration, which is given by: 
 0 0( ) ( )C C CC
ρρ ρ ∂= + −
∂
 (3.6) 
where 0C  is the base fluid solute concentration [ML-3]; 0ρ  is the base fluid density [ML-3] 
at 0C C= ; ( )Cρ  is the fluid density [ML-3] at the concentration C  [ML-3]; / Cρ∂ ∂  is the 
change rate of fluid density as a function of concentration [-]. 
Coupled with the pore water flow, the solute transport in the porous medium is 
governed by the transport equation below: 
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where D  is the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor [L2T-1]. It can be seen that Equations (3.4), 
(3.6) and (3.7) are coupled since density is used to compute the velocity of the flow field. The 
density and velocity terms are used in the fluid mass balance and solute mass balance 
equations and the solution for the concentration field is then in turn used to compute the 
density variations in the marsh soil. 
The hydraulic conductivity and the soil saturation are calculated using the van 
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where SK  is the hydraulic conductivity under the fully saturated condition [LT-1]; wresS  is 
the residual water saturation [-]; and a  [L-1] and m  [-] are the van Genuchten [1980] 
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constants. It is noteworthy that SUTRA has been tested against a number of other standard 
density-driven flow benchmarks, such as the Henry [1964] problem for steady-state saltwater 
intrusion [Abarca et al., 2007] and the Elder [1967] problem for complex natural convection 
where fluid flow is driven purely by fluid density differences [Woods et al., 2003]. These 
successful verifications give us much confidence on the reliability and accuracy of SUTRA. 
3.3.2 Model setup 
The numerical model was set up according to the experimental conditions as shown in 
Figure 3.4b. In particular, the following boundary conditions were applied: the base and 
landward boundary were set as no-flow boundaries. The vertical boundary on the creek side 
(indicated by the green line on the right hand side in Figure 3.4b) represents a symmetric 
hydraulic divide and thus was also set as a no-flow boundary. For the sediment surface (blue 
line in Figure 3.4b), nodes below the tidal creek water level were set as a pressure-prescribed 
boundary and assigned a concentration equal to the creek water salinity when local inflow 
occurs. Over the tidal cycle, especially during the falling tide, a seepage face was allowed to 
develop along the creek bank and simulated following the approach of Wilson and Gardner 
[2006]: (1) if the exposed nodes are saturated at the previous time step, they are taken as part 
of a seepage face with pressure equal to zero (atmosphere pressure); and (2) if the nodes are 
unsaturated at the previous time step, they are treated as a no-flow boundary. 
The change of water level at the creek boundary was set according to the measured tidal 
signal from the experiments (Figure 3.4c). Consistent with the experimental setup, the initial 
pore-water salinities of all simulation cases were set as 15 ppt. For the base case, the creek 
water salinity was also set to 15 ppt. For the upward and downward salinity gradient cases, 
the creek water salinity was set according to the measured salinity values, which varies with 
time as a result of mixing between the creek water and initial pore water (Figure 3.4d). The 
values of other morel parameters used in the numerical simulations, including those estimated 
through model calibration, are listed in Table 3.1.  
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Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic diagram of the sand flume and other parts of the experimental 
apparatus. Blue lines show the circulating flow paths. (b) and (e) show the laboratory-scale 
and field-scale numerical model setup with descriptions of boundary conditions. The vertical 
boundary on the right side represents the symmetric hydraulic divide and was set as no-flow 
boundary. The four black nodes are the observation points used for the analysis of local flow 
conditions and salinity variations: L1 (0.3 m, 0.45 m), L2 (0.3 m, 0.15 m), R1 (2.9 m, 0.45 m) 
and R2 (2.9 m, 0.15 m). (c) Comparison of measured and standard sinusoidal signals. The 
sinusoidal signal has been widely used in previous numerical studies. The shaded section 
indicates the inundation period. (d) Monitored salinity variations in the saltwater tank for the 
upward and downward salinity gradient cases. The experiments were conducted for 200 tidal 
cycles. The numerical simulations were extended by additional 200 tidal cycles with a 
constant salinity set to be the same as the measured salinity at the end of the experiment. The 
purpose for the extended simulation was to check if the density effect diminishes as the pore 
water in the marsh soil becomes well-mixed with the creek water.
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Hydraulic conductivity, K  (m s-1) 1.25 × 10-3 a 1.00 × 10-4 d 
Porosity, φ  0.46  0.3 d 
Longitudinal dispersivity, Lα  (m) 0.001 b 0.1 d 
Transverse dispersivity, Tα  (m) 0.0001 b 0.01 d 
Diffusion coefficient, 0D  (m2 s-1) 1.00 × 10-9 1.00 × 10-9 
Compressibility of water, β  (Pa-1) 4.47 × 10-10 4.47 × 10-10 
Compressibility of sand, α  (Pa-1) 1.30 × 10-8 1.30 × 10-8 
Time step, t∆  (s) 1 60 
Exponent parameter, m  2.68 c 2.68 c 
Residual saturation,
 
rS  0.1 c 0.1 c 
Inverse of air entry suction parameter, a  
(m-1) 10.8 
b
 14.5 c 
Tidal signal 
Mean sea level, mslZ  (m) 0.492 4.2 
Tidal amplitude, A  (m) 0.157 1.0 
Tidal period,
 
T  354 (s) 12 (hr) 
a Adjusted from the measured values (4.35 × 10-3 m/s) based on model calibration against 
pore-water pressure variations and penetration speed of plume from base case. 
b
 Fitted values based on model calibration using pore-water pressure data from base case and 
finger pattern from upward salinity gradient case. 
c
 Typical values [Carsel and Parrish, 1988] for soil water retention parameters used in the 
van Genuchten [1980] function. 
d
 Values adopted from the work of Wilson and Gardner [2006]. 
Typical values of soil water retention parameters for sand [Carsel and Parrish, 1988] 
were adopted in the van Genuchten [1980] function. Tests were conducted to ensure that the 
numerical solutions were converged and independent of the time step and mesh size. It 
should be noted that the marsh platform in the experiments was slightly sloping towards the 
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creek (slope = 0.01) to facilitate the drainage of surface water during the falling tide; and 
such a mild slope is common in natural marsh system [Mwamba and Torres, 2002]. 
During the experiments, pore-water pressure (hydraulic head) in the marsh sediment 
was measured at locations as shown in Figure 3.2a. The measured data together with the 
plume image from the base case were used to calibrate the model. In particular, the hydraulic 
conductivity value was adjusted slightly from the measured value through this calibration 
process (Table 3.1). As an example, we show the comparison between the measured head and 
prediction by the calibrated laboratory-scale model in Figure 3.5. 
A field-scale model (Figure 3.4e) was also established to check whether unstable 
fingering flow was only a feature of the simulated marsh system in the laboratory with 
reduced spatial and temporal scales or a common feature of natural marsh systems. The 
dimension of the filed-scale model is similar to those adopted in several previous studies 
[Wilson and Morris, 2012; Wilson and Gardner, 2006], representing a marsh cross-section 
perpendicular to a tidal creek. For the purpose of simplicity, the field-scale simulation 
adopted a sinusoidal tidal signal with an amplitude of 1.0 m and a period of 12 hours, and the 
mean sea level was set to 4.2 m. The salt concentration of creek water was set to 35 ppt while 
the initial salinity of pore-water was set to 15 ppt. Parameter values for the field-scale model, 
including hydraulic conductivity, longitudinal dispersivity and transverse dispersivity, were 
based on the work of Wilson and Gardner [2006]. 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of simulated and measured pore water pressure variations for the 
base case using parameter values shown in Table 3.1. The green dashed line indicates the 
elevation of the local marsh surface above the measurement point.  
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3.3.3 Perturbation to the conductivity field 
As will be discussed in Chapter 4, under the influence of upward salinity gradient, 
gravitational instabilities in the form of fingering flow were observed from the laboratory 
experiments. According to Xie et al. [2011], unstable fingering flows are usually caused by 
geologic and fluid heterogeneities, such as the pore-scale heterogeneity in the hydraulic 
conductivity distribution and minor variations in salinity. It is difficult to quantity these 
perturbations since they are spatiotemporally variable. Nevertheless, when simulating 
groundwater systems, the unstable fingering flows are often triggered by numerical 
perturbations such as local truncation and round-off errors. As stated by Schincariol et al. 
[1994], such numerical perturbations are unrealistic and physically meaningless. Based on 
the numerical study of investigating the effects of initiating physical instabilities in a thermal 
convection plume, Horne and Caltagirone [1980] suggested the option of adopting small 
random perturbation to deal with the seemingly stable mathematical solutions to nonlinear 
problems. Given the heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity in real groundwater systems 
and the fact that the sand filling process during laboratory experiments may not guarantee an 
absolute homogeneity, a random perturbation was added to the hydraulic conductivity field 
in laboratory- and field-scale numerical simulations. The perturbation function from Pruess 
[2008] was used: 
 0
1(1 ( 1,1) ) with 1,2,3,...,
100i i
k k random i nn= + × − =  (3.10) 
where ik  is the permeability of thi node [L2]; 0k  is the basic permeability based on which 
the heterogeneity is generated [L2]; nn  is the total number of nodes [-]. The random 
perturbation to conductivity field had also been tested in numerical simulations of the base 
case and downward salinity gradient case, which confirmed that the perturbation did not alter 
the system stabilities in these two cases – both expected to be stable. 
3.3.4 Model calibration 
With a trial-and-error approach, the laboratory-scale numerical model was calibrated 
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through matching the simulated pore-water pressure and plume front with the experimental 
data from the base case, and comparing the simulated finger patterns with experimental 
observations from the upward salinity gradient case. Although the refilling of sand before 
each experiment might cause difference in hydraulic parameters such as conductivity and 
porosity, it was assumed that the difference was negligible given the small spatial scale of 
experiments. The calibration process followed two steps: in the first step, model input 
parameters including hydraulic conductivity ( K ), parameter a  in the van Genuchten [1980] 
function and porosity (φ ) were calibrated based on the pore-water pressure and plume front 
data from the base case; the calibrated values of these parameters were then used in the 
second step, where the longitudinal ( Lα ) and transverse ( Tα ) dispersivities were calibrated 
so that the simulated fingers demonstrated similar patterns as observed from the upward 
salinity gradient case. According to Zheng and Bennett [2002], typically the longitudinal 
dispersivity is one order of magnitude larger than the transverse dispersivity. Therefore, in 
this study, the empirical value of 10 was used for the ratio of Lα  to Tα . 
It is noteworthy that although the hydraulic conductivity and porosity of the sand had 
been measured before experiments, they were both included in the calibration because of 
uncertainty resulting from measurement and possible changes arising from the sand filling 
process. Also, as will be discussed in Chapter 4, the fingers observed from the laboratory 
experiment showed significant three-dimensionality, while the numerical model was based on 
a 2D cross-creek section and could not reproduce such three-dimensionality. Notwithstanding 
this, the simulated finger patterns using calibrated values were reasonably close to the 
experimental observations. 
Three different values were adopted for each hydraulic parameter as listed in Table 3.2, 
and the comparison between simulation results using final calibration values and 
experimental data are shown in Figure 3.5 - Figure 3.7. It can be noted from Figure 3.5 that 
the simulated pore-water pressure variations were reasonably close to the experimental 
results, but some difference still existed. As can be seen, at the initial stage of rising tide, the 
experimental pore-water pressures increased slowly, followed by a relatively steep rise as the 
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tidal level approached the platform. However, in the simulation there was a more immediate 
sharp increase when the tidal water inundated the marsh platform. The difference was likely 
to be due to a flat platform used in simulation. Therefore, the tidal water instantly overtopped 
the whole platform; but in the experiment the tide gradually inundated the platform due to the 
mild slope adopted. During the falling tide, there were two stages in the decline of 
experimental pore-water pressures. Before the tide fell below the platform, the decrease was 
relatively slow, but this was followed by a rapid drop after the tidal level fell below the 
platform. This might be because of the slow response of water in the piezometer tube and 
such two-staged behavior was not reproduced by the numerical mode. However, overall the 
model simulated the experimental observations reasonably well. 
Table 3.2 Values of input parameters used in the model calibration and sensitivity analysis. 
The bold values were the final, calibrated values. 
Parameter values 
Hydraulic conductivity, K  (m s-1) 1.25 × 10-3 2.50 × 10-3 4.35 × 10-3 
Longitudinal dispersivity, Lα  (m)a 0.001 0.002 0.003 
Soil water retention parameter, a  (m-1) 5.9 10.8 14.5 
Porosity, φ  (-) 0.35 0.40 0.46 
a




Figure 3.6 Comparison of measured and simulated hydraulic head gradient variations at 
different locations. For clarity, only the head gradient between the upper two piezometers of 
each column was selected for comparison. The green dashed line indicates the elevation of 




Figure 3.7 Comparison of simulated plume patterns (base case, upper three panels, and 
upward salinity gradient case, lower three panels) using final calibration values (right column) 
and experimental observations (left column) at different elapsed times (from top to bottom: 
10th, 60th and 200th tidal cycle respectively). The plume patterns at low-tide were selected. In 
simulations, plume cannot be shown if there is no density contrast, so simulation of the base 
case was achieved by setting a constant boundary concentration of 35 ppt but with the density 
effect switched off (i.e., set the constant coefficient that relates density change to 




CHAPTER 4 -  EFFECTS OF UPWARD SALINITY 
GRADIENT 
4.1 Introduction 
Salt marshes are important wetlands at the ocean-land interface with various ecological 
functions [Chapman, 1974], for example, serving as essential habitats for intertidal fauna 
[Valiela et al., 2004], affecting the productivity of coastal waters through nutrient exchange 
[Krest et al., 2000], and moderating the greenhouse gas emission and global warming 
[Chmura et al., 2003]. The behaviors of salt marshes are influenced by various physical and 
biogeochemical processes, among which the pore-water flow and associated solute transport 
play an important role in determining the material exchange between marsh sediment and 
seawater [Gardner, 2007; Ursino et al., 2004; Wilson and Gardner, 2006; Xin et al., 2009; 
Zhang et al., 2014]. 
Many investigations, including field studies and numerical simulations, have been 
carried out to examine the pore-water flow in salt marshes under the influence of tides 
[Wilson and Morris, 2012; Wilson and Gardner, 2006; Xin et al., 2010a], evapotranspiration 
[Marani et al., 2006; Ursino et al., 2004], stratigraphy [Gardner, 2007; Xin et al., 2012], 
inland fresh groundwater input [Gardner and Reeves, 2002; Nuttle and Harvey, 1995], 
topography [Gardner, 2005; Moffett et al., 2012; Xin et al., 2011] and soil properties 
[Gardner, 2005]. While these studies generated important insights into the pore-water 
behavior, none of them considered the density effects associated with salinity variations, 
which commonly exist in surface water and pore-water within a marsh system [Cao et al., 
2012; Hughes et al., 2012]. Salinity variations can lead to considerable density gradients, 
which in turn affect water flow and solute transport processes, as found in other similar 
eco-hydrological systems. For example, Lenkopane et al. [2009] showed that salinity 
variations of estuarine water affected the groundwater flow and salinity distribution in a 
riparian zone, and altered the magnitude of groundwater discharge to the estuary. Jin et al. 
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[2011] found that even low salinity (density) gradients affect pore-water flow in a hyporheic 
zone, inducing a circulating flow below the hydraulic divide that would otherwise exist with 
no density effect, providing a relatively fast solute transport mechanism and enhancing the 
overall mass exchange between the stream water and streambed. 
As observed previously [Cao et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 2012], the salinity of surface 
water in salt marshes fluctuates over time under the combined influence of tidal inundation, 
precipitation, evapotranspiration and inland freshwater input. Furthermore, it is noteworthy 
that, unlike occasional precipitation events, the evapotranspiration exerts more continuing 
effect on the salinity concentration of surface soil in salt marshes. The study by Adam [1993] 
revealed that the soil salinity increases gradually with the elevation, reaching the maximum 
value around the highest sea level. This is due to the fact that evaporation period during the 
exposure of the marsh platform is much longer at high elevation, where salt in the surface 
soil is likely to become highly concentrated. When the marsh surface is inundated, the 
concentrated salt dissolves in tidal water, leading to increase in the salinity of surface water. 
Upward salinity gradient has been confirmed by [Kuhn and Zedler, 1997], who discovered 
that the soil salinity in a California marsh was very high at the surface but dropped rapidly 
with depth. The pattern of decreasing salinity with soil depth was also found by [Mahall and 
Park, 1976] in another two California marshes. 
When the salinity of surface water is higher than that of pore-water, the salinity 
contrast creates upward density gradients at the marsh platform where the denser water may 
infiltrate the marsh soil and interact with underlying fresher groundwater during the tidal 
inundation. Under this condition, the upward density gradients are expected to enhance the 
downward pore-water flow near the marsh platform. However, it is unclear how such density 
variations affect the overall pore-water flow in the marsh soil and resulting exchange with 
the creek water, which are characterized by a tidally driven circulation with inflow through 
the marsh platform and outflow across the creek bank and bed [Wilson and Morris, 2012; 
Wilson and Gardner, 2006]. At the outlet of the circulation, the pore-water flow is in the 
same direction as that of the density gradient (both outward) and thus may be inhibited by 
the density gradient. Notwithstanding this uncertainty, there is also a question concerning the 
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possibility of flow instability in the form of fingering flow induced by the upward density 
gradients at the platform. Rapid penetration of fingers would lead to more extensive and 
faster solute transport [Simmons et al., 2001]. For a marsh system, the effect of unstable 
fingers may lead to enhanced exchange between the marsh sediment and tidal water. Also, 
the finger-induced redistribution of salinity in marsh soils might affect the plant distribution 
as salinity has been known to influence plant growth and species occurrence [Beare and 
Zedler, 1987; Bertness and Ellison, 1987]. It should be pointed out that density gradients in 
tidally influenced groundwater systems like salt marshes can be induced thermally. Rocha 
[2000] measured vertical temperature profiles in a sandy tidal flat during tide-induced 
emergence and submergence. He found that the flooding of warm, permeable sediment beds 
by cool water resulted in significant overturn of pore-water density, which potentially could 
lead to flow instability and local pore water circulation. 
This study was designed to examine the combined effects of salinity variations and 
tidal fluctuation on pore-water flow in salt marshes. Two cases with surface water of a 
higher salinity than and the same as that of pore water were considered. Both laboratory 
experiments and corresponding numerical simulations were conducted to explore the density 
effects on the pore-water flow in the modelled marsh system under conditions of different 
salinity contrasts. The numerical model was also applied to simulate the flow process in a 
field-scale marsh system subject to the influence of similar density variations. The purpose 
was to check whether unstable fingering flow under upward density gradients would occur 
in a more realistic salt marsh, as observed in the laboratory experiments. 
4.2 Methodology 
4.2.1 Laboratory experiments 
Experimental setup 
Experiments were carried out in a 3.5 m (length) × 0.8 m (height) × 0.1 m (width) sand 
flume (Figure 4.1a). The flume was divided into two parts, the left hand side part was packed 
with sand to simulate the marsh sediment and the right hand side part was a saltwater 
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reservoir representing the tidal creek. These two parts were separated by a fine stainless 
screen to prevent the sand from entering the saltwater reservoir. This physical model 
represents a marsh cross-section perpendicular to a tidal creek. 
Saltwater was pumped from a saltwater tank into the saltwater reservoir via a variable 
height overflow (VHO) column, which was used to generate the tidal fluctuations 
[Cartwright et al., 2003].  
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Figure 4.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the sand flume and other parts of the experimental 
apparatus. Blue lines show the circulating flow paths. (b) and (e) show the laboratory-scale 
and field-scale numerical model setup with descriptions of boundary conditions. The vertical 
boundary on the right hand side represents the symmetric hydraulic divide and was set as 
no-flow boundary. The four black nodes are the observation points used for analysis of local 
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flow conditions and salinity variations with results presented in Figure 4.12: L1 (0.3 m, 0.45 
m), L2 (0.3 m, 0.15 m), R1 (2.9 m, 0.45 m), R2 (2.9 m, 0.15 m). (c) Comparison of 
measured and standard sinusoidal signals. The sinusoidal signal has been widely used in 
previous numerical studies. The shaded section indicates the inundation period. (d) 
Monitored salinity variations in the saltwater tank for the upward salinity gradient case. The 
experiments were conducted for 200 tidal cycles. The numerical simulations were extended 
by additional 200 tidal cycles with a constant salinity set to be the same as the measured 
salinity at the end of the experiment. The purpose for the extended simulation was to check 
if the density effect diminishes as the pore-water in the marsh soil becomes well-mixed with 
the creek water. (f) Spring-neap tides adopted in the field scale simulation for the second 
scenario. (g) Variations of creek water salinity in the field scale simulation for the second 
scenario. 
The initial pore-water salinity in the sand was set uniformly to 15 ppt (mass fraction, 
parts per thousand) in both cases, whereas the initial salinity of tidal creek water was set to 
15 and 33.65 ppt to represent the base case and upward salinity/density gradient case, 
respectively. The saltwater was prepared by dissolving sodium chloride (NaCl, Analytical 
Reagent grade) in deionized water according to the salinity required. Among various 
conservative tracers that have been used in previous experiments (e.g., Lissamine, Amino G 
Acid, LiCl and NaCl), NaCl was chosen in this study for the convenience of its measurement 
through electrical conductivity (EC). A FD&C red food dye (Roha Dyechem Pvt Ltd) was 
added to the saltwater in the creek in order to track the plume that developed as the creek 
water moved through the marsh sediment. Each experiment was run for 200 tidal cycles, 
during which high-resolution digital photographs were taken at an interval of 60 s to record 
the plume movement. 
Sand properties and experimental procedure 
The grain size distribution of the sand used in the experiments is relatively uniform 
with d50 = 0.24 mm and d90/d10 = 2.86. The saturated hydraulic conductivity of the sand was 
measured to be 4.35 × 10-3 m s-1 using the constant-head method and the bulk porosity was 
found to be 0.46 using the oven drying method [Chinese National Standard, 1999]. 
Prior to each experiment, the sand was first thoroughly rinsed with deionized water (4 
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times and 1 hour each time) following the method of [Jin et al., 2010] to remove impurities. 
It was then washed with saltwater of 15 ppt salinity for a sufficiently long time (4 times and 
1.5 hours each time) to ensure that the pore water in the sand had the initial salinity of 15 ppt. 
During the wash, a handheld multi-parameter meter (YSI Professional Plus) was used to 
monitor the pore-water salinity. Afterwards, the sand was put into the flume and settled by 
gravity through pre-filled saltwater of 15 ppt to ensure that the initial pore-water salinity was 
uniform (equal to 15 ppt) and to avoid trapped air [Cartwright et al., 2003]. 
4.2.2 Numerical simulations 
The variably-saturated, variable-density groundwater flow modeling program, SUTRA 
[Voss and Provost, 2008], was used for the numerical simulations. The governing equations 
describing the groundwater flow simulated in the SUTRA code is given in Chapter 3 with a 
modification to account for tidal loading in a marsh system according to Reeves et al. [2000] 
and [Xin et al., 2012]. 
The numerical model was set up according to the experimental conditions as shown in 
Figure 4.1b. In particular, the following boundary conditions were applied: the base and 
landward boundary were set as no-flow boundaries. The vertical boundary on the creek side 
(indicated by the green line on the right hand side in Figure 4.1b) represents a symmetric 
hydraulic divide and thus was also set as a no-flow boundary. For the sediment surface (blue 
line in Figure 4.1b), nodes below the tidal creek water level were set as a pressure-prescribed 
boundary and assigned a concentration equal to the creek water salinity when local inflow 
occurs. During the falling tide, a seepage face was allowed to develop along the creek band 
and simulated following the approach of Xin et al. [2010a]. Nodes above the seepage face 
were set as no-flow boundary. 
The change of water level at the creek boundary was set according to the measured tidal 
signal from the experiments (Figure 4.1c). Consistent with the experimental setup, the initial 
pore-water salinities of all simulation cases were set as 15 ppt. For the base case, the creek 
water salinity was also set to 15 ppt. For the upward salinity gradient case, the creek water 
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salinity was set according to measured salinity values, which varied with time as a result of 
mixing between the creek water and initial pore water (Figure 4.1d). The values of other 
model parameters used in the numerical simulations, including those estimated through 
model calibration, are listed in Table 4.1. It should be noted that the marsh platform in the 
experiments was slightly sloping towards the creek (slope = 0.01) to facilitate the drainage 
of surface water during the falling tide; and such a mild slope is also common in natural 
marsh systems [Mwamba and Torres, 2002]. 
During the experiments, pore-water pressure (hydraulic head) in the marsh sediment 
was measured at locations as shown in Figure 3.2a. The measured hydraulic head data 
together with the plume images from the base case were used to calibrate the model. In 
particular, the hydraulic conductivity value was adjusted slightly from the measured value 
through this calibration process (Table 4.1). As an example, we show in Figure 3.5 the 
comparison between measured head data and predictions by the calibrated laboratory-scale 
model with a reasonably good agreement. The plume development simulated by the model 
also compares well with the experimental observation as shown in Figure 3.7. 
A field-scale model (Figure 4.1e) was also established to test if unstable fingering flow 
occurs in natural salt marshes, not just a feature of the simulated marsh system in the 
laboratory with reduced spatial and temporal scales. The dimension of the filed-scale model 
is similar to those adopted in several previous studies [Wilson and Morris, 2012; Wilson and 
Gardner, 2006]. This model also represents a marsh cross-section perpendicular to a tidal 
creek. Parameter values for the field-scale model, including hydraulic conductivity, 
longitudinal dispersivity and transverse dispersivity, were based on the work of Wilson and 
Gardner [2006]. 
Two scenarios were simulated. The first scenario was similar to upward salinity 
gradient case of the laboratory-scale model in terms of the tidal condition and salinity 
contrast. A semi-diurnal solar tide was applied: 
 0 0( ) sin( )mslh t Z A tω= +  (4.1) 
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where mslZ  is the mean creek water level [L] and was set to 4.2 m; 0A  is the tidal amplitude 
[L] and was set to 1.0 m; ω  is the angular frequency [T-1] and was set to 0.5236 rad/h 
corresponding to a tidal period of 12 h; 0 ( )h t  is the creek water level [L] as a function of 
time t  [T]. The salt concentration of creek water was set to 35 ppt while the initial salinity 
of pore-water was set to 15 ppt. 
For the second scenario, spring-neap tides were applied (Figure 4.1f) and the creek 
water level at the boundary varies according to: 
 0 1 1 2 2( ) sin( ) sin( )mslh t Z A t A tω ω δ= + + +  (4.2) 
where mslZ  is the mean creek water level [L] and was set to 4.6 m; 1A  and 2A , 1ω  and 2ω  
are the amplitudes [L] and angular frequencies [T-1] of the semi-diurnal solar and lunar tides, 
respectively ( 1A  and 2A  were set to 0.9 m and 0.8 m, respectively); and δ  is the phase 
difference between the two tidal constituents [-] and was set to 0. These bichromatic signals 
combine to produce the spring-neap tidal variations. For the semi-diurnal solar tide, 1 12 hT =
and 1 0.5236 rad/hω = . For the semi-diurnal lunar tide, 2 12.42 hT =  and 2 0.5059 rad/hω = . 
Thus, the spring-neap cycle is formed with a longer period of 1 22 / ( ) 14.78 dT pi ω ω= − = .  
The salinity of the creek water was assumed to vary from 30 ppt at spring tides to 10 
ppt at neap tides, following a sinusoidal oscillation over the spring-neap cycle (Figure 4.1g). 
The salinity oscillation corresponds to a common field condition with more extensive 
seawater intrusion into the estuary during spring tides than during neap tides. The purpose of 
the second scenario was to check whether unstable flow and salt fingers are persistent 
features of natural salt marshes, subjected to the influence of spring-neap tides and associated 
salinity oscillations in the creek water. The simulation was run for 25 spring-neap cycles, 
slightly over 1 year. 
Spatial and temporal discretization is important to guarantee the numerical stability of 
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simulations. The spatial discretization of SUTRA is determined based on the grid/mesh Péclet 
number: / 4g LPe L α≈ ∆ ≤  [Voss and Provost, 2008], where L∆  is the transport distance [L] 
between two sides of an element along the groundwater flow direction; Lα  is the 
longitudinal dispersivity [L]. In this study, the spatial discretization of laboratory-scale and 
field-scale simulation involves 242949 nodes (1509 horizontally and 161 vertically) and 
84611 nodes (401 horizontally and 211 vertically), respectively. The maximum grid Péclet 
number corresponding to these two discretization schemes was 2.2 and 2 respectively, being 
both smaller than 4 as required). The temporal discretization is determined based on the 
Courant number: max / 1Cr v t L= ∆ ∆ ≤ , where maxv  is the maximum velocity parallel to L∆  
[LT-1]; t∆  is the time step length [T]. The selected time step size of laboratory-scale and 
field-scale simulations was 1 s and 60 s, generating of a Courant number of 0.044 and 0.03 
respectively, being both smaller than 1 as required. In addition, tests on the independence of 
time step and grid size were carried out, and it was found that the results based on present 
setup agree well with others with a refined grid and smaller time step size. Therefore, the 
results presented in this study are converged numerical solutions. 
According to Xie et al. [2011], unstable fingering flows are usually caused by geologic 
and fluid heterogeneities, such as the pore-scale heterogeneity in terms of hydraulic 
conductivity distribution, minor variations in terms of salinity. It is difficult to quantity these 
perturbations since they are spatiotemporally variable. However, when simulating 
groundwater systems, the unstable fingers are often triggered by numerical perturbations 
such as local truncation and round-off errors. As stated by Schincariol et al. [1994], such 
numerical perturbations are unrealistic and physically meaningless. Based on the numerical 
study of investigating the effects of initiating physical instabilities in a thermal convection 
plume, Horne and Caltagirone [1980] suggested the option of adopting small random 
perturbation to deal with the seemingly accurate mathematical solutions to nonlinear 
problems. Therefore, given the heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity in real groundwater 
systems and the fact that the sanding filling process during laboratory experiments may not 
guarantee an absolute homogeneity, a random perturbation was added to the conductivity 
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field in laboratory- and field-scale numerical simulations. The perturbation function from 
Pruess [2008] was used: 
 0
1(1 ( 1,1) ) with 1,2,3,...,
100i i
k k random i nn= + × − =  (4.3) 
where ik  is the permeability of thi  node [L2]; 0k  is the basic permeability based on which 
the heterogeneity is generated [L2]; nn  is the total number of nodes [-]. 












 0.46  0.3 d 
Longitudinal dispersivity, Lα  (m) 0.001 b 0.1 d 
Transverse dispersivity, Tα  (m) 0.0001 b 0.01 d 
Diffusion coefficient, 0D  (m2 s-1) 1.00 × 10-9 1.00 × 10-9 
Compressibility of water, β  (Pa-1) 4.47 × 10-10 4.47 × 10-10 
Compressibility of sand, α  (Pa-1) 1.30 × 10-8 1.30 × 10-8 
Time step, t∆  (s) 1 60 
Exponent parameter,
 
m  2.68 c 2.68 c 
Residual saturation,
 
rS  0.1 c 0.1 c 
Inverse of air entry suction parameter, a
(m-1) 10.8 
b
 14.5 c 
Tidal signal 
Mean sea level, mslZ  (m) 0.492 4.2 
Tidal amplitude, A  (m) 0.157 1.0 
Tidal period,
 
T  354 (s) 12 (hr) 
a Adjusted from the measured value (4.35 × 10-3 m/s) based on model calibration using data 
of pore-water pressure and plume movement speed from the base case. 
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b
 Fitted values based on model calibration using data of pore-water pressure from the base 
case and finger pattern from the upward salinity gradient case. 
c
 Typical values [Carsel and Parrish, 1988] for soil water retention parameters used in van 
Genuchten [1980] function. 
d
 Values adopted from the work of Wilson and Gardner [2006]. 
4.3 Results and Discussions 
4.3.1 Plume movement 
Figure 4.2 compares the plume developments for the base case and upward salinity 
gradient case. The results from both the laboratory experiment and numerical simulation 
show that the plume fronts in the base case developed and advanced downward in a stable 
fashion (Figure 4.2a). The variations of the front position were consistent with the pore-water 
circulation driven by tides. In particular, the downward movement of the plume near the 
creek was quicker than in the marsh interior, due to the faster near-creek circulating flow 
[Wilson and Morris, 2012; Wilson and Gardner, 2006]. Overall, the simulation results agreed 




Figure 4.2 Plume movement under (a) base case and (b) upward salinity gradient case at 
different elapsed times. For each case, the two rows of panels from top to bottom show 
results for the 10th, 30th, 60th, 100th and 200th tidal cycle, respectively. The left-hand side 
figures are for experiments and right-hand side figures for numerical simulations. All the 
plume patterns show conditions at the low-tide. The simulation of the base case was achieved 
by setting a constant boundary concentration of 35 ppt but with the density effect switched 
off (i.e., neglecting the effect of salinity on density). The black lines are flow lines calculated 
based on the tidally-averaged velocity. Note that for the upward salinity gradient case, 
increasing dilution became obvious in the simulation results as time went on but not so in the 
experiment results. As shown in Figure 4.1, during experiments the salinity of creek water 
changed with time, indicating that dilution occurred due to discharging “groundwater”. 
However, it is difficult to discern the dilution effect in the images from the experiments since 
the red dye used could not provide a sufficiently high resolution for the salinity variation. 
 
In contrast, the marsh system under the influence of upward salinity gradient exhibited 
an unstable plume development, with salt fingers formed as a distinctive feature. The size and 
number of the fingers varied from the near-creek zone to the marsh interior and with time 
(Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.3a). Near the creek, there were less fingers but of larger sizes. In 
the marsh interior, more fingers of smaller sizes developed, showing a higher degree of flow 
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instability due to the fact that the average flow was much weaker in the marsh interior than 
near the creek and thus the density effect on the flow in the interior was more profound. More 
specifically, as can be seen from Figure 4.3a, at the early stage of finger formation, there were 
many small fingers in the marsh interior; and they gradually merged with each other, leading 
to a reduction in the number and an increase in the size. For the middle and near-creek 
sections, the number of fingers was relatively constant, but finger size keep increasing since 
fingers were stretched by the tidally-driven circulation. The salt fingers penetrated the marsh 
soil more quickly and deeply (Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.3b), indicating local preferential flow 
and rapid solute transport. 
 
Figure 4.3 (a) Statistical number and size of fingers at three different zones (interior: 0 ≤ x ≤ 
1 m; middle: 1 < x ≤ 2 m; near-creek: 2 < x ≤ 3.4 m). (b) Temporally varying deepest plume 
fronts (DPF) based on the concentration contour of 16 ppt in three zones (near-creek, middle 
and interior): comparison between upward gradient case and a reference case with the same 
salinity contrast but the density effect switched off (similar to base case with the front tracked 
by the dye). 
Overall, the results from the laboratory experiment and numerical simulation agreed 
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reasonably well with each other. One exception was the three-dimensional feature of the 
unstable fingers, which was evident in the experiment but not simulated by the 2D numerical 
model. Before the fingers at the front side reached the bottom of the flume, those at the back 
had penetrated to the bottom and accumulated locally (Figure 4.2b). As Oostrom et al. [1992a] 
reported, flow instability is inherently time-dependent and three dimensional, even in a 
relatively narrow sand flume as used in this study. 
It should be noted that the hydraulic conductivity value used in all the simulations was 
the same and obtained through adjustment from the measured value based on model 
calibration against the experimental results for the base case. The hydraulic conductivity of 
sand was adjusted from the measured value 4.35 × 10-3 m/s to 1.25 × 10-3 m/s; such variation 
would be expected since the method of sand packing in the experiments was different from 
the one adopted for measuring the hydraulic conductivity. Considering that the flume was 
refilled with sand for each experiment following the same procedure described in the 
methodology, slight variations of the hydraulic conductivity were likely to occur among the 
experiments. This may explain the difference between the experimental and numerical 
results. 
As mentioned in the methodology section, the numerical model was extended to 
simulate how upward salinity/density gradients would affect the pore-water flow in salt 
marshes of spatial and temporal scales consistent with field conditions. In the first scenario, 
the field-scale model revealed similar effects of upward salinity gradients on pore-water flow 
and (salt) solute transport to those observed in the laboratory-scale experiment and simulation. 
Unstable flow also occurred with salt fingers of sizes varying with the distance from the 
creek (Figure 4.4). 
Same as the results of laboratory-scale experiment and simulation, unstable fingers 
appeared much earlier in the marsh interior, where density effect played a more significant 
role due to the relatively weak advection. The unstable plume near the tidal creek penetrated 
downward much faster and approached the aquifer bottom earlier due to the stronger 
near-creek advection. However, as the simulation continued, the finger-induced preferential 
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flow gradually demonstrated more significant influence in the marsh interior, where some 
fingers reached the aquifer bottom even earlier than those in the middle part. Although 
overall the salt marsh experienced mixed convection (free convection driven by density effect 
and forced convection induced by hydraulic head variations), the convection condition in the 
marsh interior was locally closer to free convection since the pore-water flow velocity was 
quite weak.  
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Figure 4.4 Field-scale simulation results of finger patterns and flow lines at different elapsed 
times (from top to bottom: 10th, 30th, 60th, 100th, 150th, 200th, 300th and 400th tidal cycle, 
respectively). All the plume patterns show conditions at the low-tide. The white lines are flow 
lines calculated based on the tidally-averaged velocity. 
As Simmons et al. [2001] stated, the free convection fingering could lead to much faster 
and more extensive solute transport. It should be noted that the marsh interior is close to the 
inland boundary, although the inland freshwater input was not considered in this study, the 
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terrestrially-derived contaminant, nutrients and chemicals tend to enter the marsh system 
from such inland boundary [Dixon and Florian, 1993]. Therefore, the solute transport process 
complicated by the unstable fingers might largely modify the path and residence time of these 
materials when they are moving towards the seaward boundary. 
Furthermore, since the simulation was conducted at a larger scale, fingers still kept 
developing even after 400 tidal cycles’ simulation. In comparison, the system in the 
laboratory-scale simulation had become relatively well mixed after 200 tidal cycles. 
Additionally, in the laboratory-scale simulation, even the fingers in marsh interior moved 
laterally towards the tidal creek along with their downward penetration, due to the overall 
tidally-driven circulation. However, such horizontal movement of interior fingers in the 
field-scale simulation was less obvious; instead they penetrated more vertically. The 
difference mainly lies in the different scales – the tidal oscillations exerted greater influence 
on pore-water flow of relatively close interior in the laboratory-scale domain compared with 
that in the field-scale domain. 
In the second scenario, the simulation showed the same unstable flow phenomenon 
with similar salt fingers formed across the salt marsh (Figure 4.5). Over each spring-neap 
cycle (20th and 25th shown in the figure), the salt concentration in pore water near the tidal 
creek varied significantly, as the near-creek circulation strengthened and weakens with 
changes of the tidal range. However, the salt distribution in the marsh interior remained 













Figure 4.5 Field-scale simulation results of finger patterns during the (a) 20th spring-neap 
tidal cycle and (b) 25th spring-neap cycle. In each figure, from top to bottom are for different 




Figure 4.6 Simulated plumes (top to bottom: 20th, 60th, 100th, 140th and 200th tidal cycle) with 
positions of piezometers to facilitate the analysis of hydraulic head gradient variations as 
shown in Figure 4.7. The plume patterns at low tide during each tidal cycle were selected. 
4.3.2 Hydraulic head gradients 
The variations of hydraulic head gradient between different piezometers at different 
elapsed times were examined based on the simulation results. The analysis focused on how 
individual fingers or salt fronts as shown in Figure 4.6 affected hydraulic head gradients 
between different piezometers also shown in the figure. It can be seen from the results 
(Figure 4.7) that during inundation, there was a rapid increase of head gradient due to the 
infiltration of surface water. The degree of increase near the creek was higher than the marsh 











Figure 4.7 Comparison of simulated hydraulic head gradients between different piezometers 
at different elapsed times. Negative values indicate upward flow while positive values 
correspond with downward flow. The shaded area indicates inundation periods. Note that for 
the base case, the hydraulic head gradient remained constant (that is why only one set of 
results are shown in the figure for the base case). 
The unstable fingers exerted an apparent influence on the head gradient variation, 
especially in the marsh interior. Taking the hydraulic head gradient between piezometers H1 
and H2 as an example, we observed that when there was no density contrast (base case), 
during tidal inundation the hydraulic head gradient was zero. In contrast, when density effect 
was involved, the trend became different. In the 20th cycle, the plume had not yet penetrated 
to the locations of the piezometers, so the head gradient variation was the same as that of the 
base case (with no density effects). In the 60th tidal cycle, the unstable fingers had fully 
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developed and passed piezometers H1 and H2. As can be seen, the downward penetration of 
fingers caused localized upward flow. During tidal inundation, the upward flow was even 
further enhanced. This is because the rapid infiltration of surface water strengthened the 
downward movement of fingers, which in turn enhanced the upward movement of adjacent 
pore-water. As the simulation went on, the pore water and surface became relatively well 
mixed, leading to lower density contrast. Therefore, the upward flow induced by fingers was 
weaker, as evident in the head gradient variation over the 100th tidal cycle. With the further 
decrease of density contrast, the head gradient variation became even closer to that of the 
base case. 
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that with the weakening of the density effect, the upward 
flow did not monotonously decrease and approached to the pattern of the base case. Instead, 
it can be seen that in the 140th cycle, the overall head gradient between H1 and H2 was 
positive, indicating downward flow. By checking the plume pattern surrounding H1 and H2, 
it was found that in the 140th cycle, the fingers had almost all reached the bottom and resulted 
in many “freshwater cells” trapped between fingers that gradually moved laterally towards 
the tidal creek due to the overall tidally-driven circulation. Over the 140th cycle, H1 and H2 
happened to be at the edge of one “freshwater cell”, where the flow was downward. In 
comparison, these two points were inside a “freshwater cell” where the flow was upward 
during the 200th cycle. 
The development of the unstable plume and variations of hydraulic head gradients 
observed from the laboratory experiment are shown in Figure 4.9, respectively. As discussed 
above, the fingers formed during the experiment were inherently three-dimensional and the 
2D model did not replicate such three dimensionality. As a result, the experimental hydraulic 
head variations were more oscillating and complex than the simulated results. However, 
various features can still be identified from the experimental results, which are similar to 
those evident in the simulation. For example, during the 30th tidal cycle, the upward 
pore-water flow along A-column (located underneath the creek as shown in Figure 4.8) was 
enhanced by the upward salinity gradient. A-column is located at the exit where pore-water 
left the marsh sediment and during most time of a tidal cycle the flow was upward. As shown 
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in Figure 4.8, although the plume had not yet penetrated to A-column, the downward 
pore-water flow on the left hand side of A-column was enhanced by the upward salinity 
gradient, and due to flow continuity, the upward movement of pore-water along A-column 
was subsequently strengthened. In addition, the variation of hydraulic head gradient between 
piezometers H1 and H2 shows similarly enhanced upward pore-water flow during tidal 
inundation, when the downward penetration of finger was strengthened by the inundation 
flux and thus caused the ambient pore-water to move upward. 
 
Figure 4.8 Experimental plume evolution (a-c: 30th, 60th and 100th tidal cycle, respectively) 
and positions of piezometers to facilitate the analysis of hydraulic head gradient variations as 














Figure 4.9 Comparison of experimental hydraulic head gradient variations between different 
piezometers over different tidal cycles (black dashed line represents the base case without 
density effect; black, blue and red solid lines represent the upward gradient case during 30th, 
60th and 100th tidal cycle, respectively). Negative values indicate upward flow while positive 
values correspond with downward flow. The shaded area indicates inundation periods. 
4.3.3 Salinity variations of pore-water 
Measured pore-water salinity variations from the sampling holes (locations indicated 
in Figure 3.2d) are shown in Figure 4.10. Measured salinities from columns B, E and H are 
shown for comparison. These three columns were selected because there were more sampling 
holes along these columns, thereby providing more detailed data for exploring the variation 
trend of pore-water salinity associated with the evolution of finger patterns. Also, these three 
columns represent three typical zones in the marsh sediment, namely the near-creek zone 
(column B), middle zone (column E) and marsh interior (column H). Due to the numerous 
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sampling holes, it was difficult to manually sample and measure the pore-water salinities 
intensively, so pore-water sampling was conducted every 20 tidal cycles. 
Plots on the left hand side in Figure 4.10 compare the pore-water salinity variations 
along columns B, E and H. The horizontal axis is for the normalized salinity and the vertical 
axis for the depth of sampling holes along each column, so these plots show the local 
downward movement of the plume. Plots on the right hand side in Figure 4.10 show the 





Figure 4.10 Measured pore-water salinity variations at different columns and times (top to 
bottom: 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, 100th, 120th, 140th, 160th, 180th and 200th tidal cycle). The 
measured salinity was normalized according to Cnormal = (Cm-Cb)/(Cs-Cb), where Cnormal is the 
normalized salinity, Cm is the measured salinity, Cb is the initial salinity of the pore-water (15 
ppt), and Cs is the initial salinity of the surface water (33.23 ppt). The solute front was 
determined visually based on the plume images. 
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The comparison in Figure 4.10 shows that, at the initial stage, more sampling holes 
along B column experienced salinity change compared to the other two (Figure 4.10a). This 
again shows the relatively fast downward movement of plume near the creek due to the 
tidally-driven circulation. As the overall plume continued to move downward, the penetration 
depth of fingers in the interior gradually caught up with (red dashed line in Figure 4.10b) or 
even surpassed (red dashed line in Figure 4.10d) those near the creek or in the middle zone. 
Moreover, the pore-water salinity variation trend shows fully the three-dimensionality of 
unstable fingers developed in the experiment. For example, in the 100th tidal cycle, the 
measured salinities of lower sampling holes along E column were higher than the initial 
pore-water salinity, but visually the plume in the front side had not yet penetrated to these 
sampling ports (Figure 4.10e). In addition, due to the uneven penetration speed, especially in 
the interior part, some fingers reached and accumulated along the aquifer base, thereby 
affecting the salinity values of the adjacent area. This can also be reflected by the pore-water 
salinity variation. For instance, in the 100th tidal cycle, salinity of the lowest sampling hole 
along column H had been modified while salinities of the two sampling holes above it were 
still close to the initial pore-water salinity (Figure 4.10e). From the plume pattern, it can be 
seen that this was because the adjacent finger had reached the bottom and spread laterally, 
hence affecting the salinity of the bottom sampling hole along column H. 
After running for 140 tidal cycles, the pore-water and tidal water had been relatively 
well mixed, with the measured salinities quite close to each other (Figure 4.10g). In addition, 
the variation of pore-water salinity shows an upward movement of freshwater resulting from 
the upward pore-water flow induced by fingers. By comparing the salinities along column H 
between 160th (Figure 4.10h) and 180th tidal cycles (Figure 4.10i), it can be seen that the 
sampling hole with the lowest salinity was higher in the 180th cycle than that in the 160th 
cycle, indicating that the fresh pore-water was forced to move upward by the downward 
penetration of fingers. 
Although, the numerical simulation with the 2D model was unable to replicate the 
three-dimensionality of unstable fingers as observed from the laboratory experiment, the 
simulated pore-water salinity variations corresponding to columns B, E and H were also 
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Figure 4.11 Simulated pore-water salinity variations at different columns and times (top to 
bottom: 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, 100th, 120th, 140th, 160th, 180th and 200th tidal cycle). The 
simulated salinity was normalized according to Cnormal = (Cm-Cb)/(Cs-Cb), where Cnormal is the 
normalized salinity, Cm is the simulated salinity, Cb is the initial salinity of the pore-water (15 
ppt), and Cs is the initial salinity of the surface water (33.23 ppt). 
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As can be seen from the results, despite slightly different finger patterns, the 
simulated pore-water salinity variation also demonstrates some features that had been 
observed from the experiment, except the three-dimensionality. For example, the simulation 
results show a faster downward penetration of fingers near the creek (Figure 4.11a), the 
catching up of unstable fingers in the marsh interior (Figure 4.11b-d), the effects of laterally 
accumulated plume on the salinity of adjacent area (Figure 4.11f), and the upward movement 
of freshwater caused by fingers (blue line in Figure 4.11g-h). 
4.3.4 Pore-water flow and solute transport 
During the experiments, hydraulic heads at eight locations in the sand flume were 
measured. Although these measurements could not lead to accurate estimates of the flow 
velocity, the data were used to calibrate and validate the numerical model. In this section, the 
numerical simulation results were used to examine how the salinity (density) gradients 
affected pore-water flow, focusing on two observations points in the near-creek area (R1 and 
R2 shown in Figure 4.1) and marsh interior (L1 and L2 shown in Figure 4.1), respectively. 
Figure 4.12 compares the tidally-averaged vertical flow and associated salinity variation 
between the base case and upward salinity gradient case. 
In the absence of density variations, the system reached the quasi-steady state rather 
quickly with a constant tidally averaged velocity (averaged velocity over one tidal cycle) at 
each observation point (blue line) over all tidal cycles. The averaged vertical velocities at R1 
and R2 were much greater than those at L1 and L2, consistent with the circulating flow 
pattern and explaining why the plume moved downward more rapidly near the creek. In 
contrast, the salinity variations in the upward salinity gradient case led to significant 
modifications of the flow patterns (green line) at the observations points. Large spatial and 
temporal variations of average vertical velocities occurred in connection with salt fingers. 
When the fingers moved downwards and approached these observation points, the upward 
density gradient enhanced the local downward flow. After the fingers passed, the density 
gradient became downward and acted to resist downward flow so that the local vertical flow 
slowed down and even reversed the flow direction (Figure 4.12). The variations of vertical 
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flow at L1, L2 and R2 were multimodal and associated with multiple fingers, which moved 
downward and laterally towards the tidal creek following the overall circulation path driven 
by tides. As a result, each observation point experienced passes of several fingers, especially 
R2 which encountered all the fingers. Because of the relatively strong flow near the creek, 
the fingers passed through R2 at a faster pace, as indicated by the relatively short period of 
oscillations in both the concentration and flow velocity (Figure 4.12). The flow behaved 
differently at R1 located near the tidal creek bank where no fingers had formed or passed. 
After a rapid increase initially, the pore-water salinity at R1 decreased slowly following the 
trend of measured salinity variation in the creek. Nevertheless, the density effect still 
enhanced the flow at R1. 
 
Figure 4.12 Comparisons of tidally averaged vertical flow (blue and green lines) and salinity 
variation (black line) between the base case and upward salinity gradient case. Negative 
velocity values indicate downward flow and positive values for upward flow. The salinity 
variation was normalized as (C-Cp)/(Ct-Cp), where C is the time-dependent salinity at each 
observation point, Ct is the initial salinity of surface water (33.65 ppt) and Cp is the initial 
salinity of pore-water (15 ppt). 
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The density effects on pore-water flow are also revealed by the flow lines shown 
earlier in Figure 4.2. Overall, pore water moved from the marsh platform to the tidal creek. 
In the upward salinity gradient case, under the influence of upward salinity gradients, the 
flow lines became meandering with the paths modified locally. The modification was more 
profound in the marsh interior where the density effect played a more significant role. The 
modified flow paths may have important implications for nutrient transport in marsh systems. 
For example, longer flow path may indicate longer biogeochemical reaction time in the 
marsh soils. Furthermore, flow lines from field-scale simulation with sinusoidal tidal signal 
show similar pattern but with some difference (Figure 4.4). The flow lines were more 
meandering than those from the laboratory-scale simulation, and some flow lines were not 
even directed towards the tidal creek, but trapped between fingers in the marsh interior. The 
implication is that the finger-modified biogeochemical reaction time might be much longer 
in a real marsh system than the laboratory-scale model. 
4.3.5 Particle tracking 
Particle tracking was used to further examine the density effects on the pore-water 
flow in the marsh soil. Xin et al. [2010a] showed that the particle path and corresponding 
travel time are controlled by the tidally averaged flow in a tidally influenced groundwater 
system. Thus we used the tidally-averaged velocities from the numerical simulations to 
calculate these two quantities. Given that the rapid penetration of fingers might enhance the 
mixing, especially in the lower part, we released five particles (Figure 4.13a) at five 
distances from the creek and 0.05 m above the aquifer base. 
Figure 4.13a-b compare the particle paths and associated travel times between the base 
case and upward salinity gradient case, with particles released from the 1st tidal cycle. In the 
base case with no density effect, all the particles moved towards the creek along the aquifer 
base and then moved upwards along the hydraulic divide to exit the marsh soil from the 
creek bottom. In upward salinity gradient case, the path of the particle released from point 1 
was largely modified from that of base case. Instead of moving along the aquifer bottom, 
this particle rose to the area where flow velocity was higher and exited the marsh sediment 
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in a shorter time. Such density-induced upward movement might provide a mechanism for 
earlier mixing of chemicals and nutrients in the lower part of marsh sediment. In comparison, 
the paths and travels times of particles released near the creek did not change much, 
consistent with the above finding of a less significant role played by density gradients in this 
zone. 
  
Figure 4.13 Particle paths and travel time for the base case (a) and upward salinity gradient 
case (b and c). Particles were released from the locations shown in (a) during the 1st tidal 
cycle (a and b) and 60th tidal cycle (c). The italic underlined numbers indicate travel times 
(tidal cycles) of the particles, and the colors of the lines show the travel times along the 
paths as indicated by the color axis at the bottom of the figure. 
To further investigate the effects of upward salinity gradient on the pore-water flow as 
the fingers moved downward, particles were released from the same locations during the 60th 
tidal cycle (Figure 4.13c). Selection of the 60th tidal cycle was due to that, by that time, the 
density contrast remained significant, thereby better demonstrating the difference between 
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scenarios of releasing particles from 1st and 60th tidal cycle. The results show that the 
upward salinity gradient exerted even more significant and extensive influence on particles 
released in the marsh interior. 
 
Figure 4.14 Comparison of efflux across the interior interface (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 m), corresponding 
plume and pore-water flow between (a) base case and (b) upward salinity gradient case at the 
initial inundation moment of the 100th tidal cycle. To demonstrate the flow pattern more 
clearly, only the flow directions are shown. 
4.3.6 Exchange of water flux and salt flux 
The results presented above show that the upward salinity gradients exerted more 
significant influences on the pore-water flow in the marsh interior. The downward 
movement of salt fingers led to upward flow of ambient pore water. Would such upward 
flow amount to efflux across the sediment surface? To explore this question, we calculated 
the efflux along the interior section of the sediment surface (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 m) at the initial 
inundation moment of the 100th tidal cycle. The results (Figure 4.14a) show that no water 
exiting the interface in the base case with no density effect (zero efflux) and the pore-water 
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flow was downward. However, efflux occurred in upward salinity gradient case as a result of 
local circulation developed around fingers (Figure 4.14b). The downward penetration of 
fingers caused upward vertical flow of ambient water towards the sediment surface. This 
result has implication for studies of soil conditions in the marsh interior. 
We further examined the net water fluxes across the upper boundary of the simulation 
domain for the two cases. These net fluxes, calculated over the tidal cycle at different times 
of the simulation, represent the net water exchange between the marsh sediment and tidal 
creek. The results (Figure 4.15a) show that in upward salinity gradient case, upward salinity 
gradient lightly enhanced the water exchange. At the early stage (1st - 40th tidal cycle), the 
density contrast between surface water and pore-water was relatively large, and the volume 
of water exchange increased rapidly, reaching the peak around the 40th tidal cycle. 
Subsequently, the enhanced exchange began to decline due to the reduced density contrast. 
The decline of the exchange rate was relatively fast between the 40th and 100th tidal cycle but 
this was followed by a much more gradual trend of decrease. At the end of the simulation 
(400th cycle), the net water flux (exchange rate) fell down to be close to that of the base case. 
The field-scale simulation also demonstrated similar, slightly enhanced water 
exchange between the marsh sediment and tidal creek under the influence of upward density 
gradients (Figure 4.15c). Different from the finding of Simmons et al. [2001] that unstable 
fingers could largely enhance the exchange across the interface between surface water and 
groundwater, the degree of exchange enhancement caused by fingers in the marsh system 
was found to be relatively low. This is because overall the pore-water flow in the marsh soil 
and exchange (water and solute fluxes) across the marsh surface are dominated by the tidally 
induced circulation. Nevertheless, the unstable flow provides a mechanism for rapid local 
solute transport and mixing especially in the marsh interior. 
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of (a) net volumetric water flux exchange between base case and 
upward salinity gradient case from laboratory-scale simulation, (b) salt flux across the 
horizontal plane of z = 0.1 m between upward salinity gradient case and a reference case 
with the same salinity contrast but the density effect turned off; and (c) net water exchange 
across the marsh surface between the base case and upward salinity gradient case based on 
the field-scale simulation with sinusoidal tidal signal and constant boundary concentration. 
To further investigate the effects of upward salinity gradients, we compared the salt 
flux across the horizontal plane at z = 0.1 m (0.1 m from the marsh base) between upward 
salinity gradient case and a reference case with the same salinity contrast but density effect 
turned off (i.e., neglecting the effect of salinity on density). From the comparison shown in 
Figure 4.15b, it can be seen that when the density effect was considered, the salt flux across 
the lower part of the marsh soil started to rise earlier and faster due to the rapid penetration 
of salt fingers. The overall trend of the salt flux in upward salinity gradient case was 
oscillatory due to the multiple fingers passing through randomly. This is in contrast with the 
unimodal behavior shown in the reference case, which has associated with the arrival and 
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passing of the stable plume front. Salt fingers also generated local circulations, which led to 
upward salt fluxes (Figure 4.15b). 
4.4 Conclusions 
Salinity variations between the surface water and pore-water commonly exist in 
natural marsh systems. Although such variations were recorded in previous field 
investigations [Cao et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 2012], their effects on the pore-water flow 
have not been examined. Long evaporation period concentrates salinity in surface soil of salt 
marshes, resulting in a common salt distribution pattern with sharply declining salinity over 
the soil depth. The concentrated salinity dissolves in tidal water during flooding of the marsh 
platform and leads to infiltration of highly saline surface water into the marsh soil, 
generating upward salinity gradients. With the results from our laboratory experiments and 
numerical simulations (including simulations based on a field-scale model), we have 
demonstrated that under the influence of upward salinity gradients, flow instability occurred 
with fingers formed, which largely modified the local pore-water flow, and slightly enhanced 
the overall water and solute exchange between the marsh sediment and tidal creek. Although 
the enhancement of the overall exchange was limited given the dominant role of tidally 
driven circulation, the fingering flow influenced significantly local solute transport and 
mixing, especially in the marsh interior. 
While these findings highlight the importance of density gradients associated with 
salinity variations as a driving force of the pore-water flow in salt marshes, further studies 
are needed to determine the onset condition of flow instability in the marsh soil, and to 
investigate the density effects on pore-water flow and solute transport under more 
complicated, realistic circumstances to account for, for example, temporally varying 





CHAPTER 5 -  EFFECTS OF DOWNWARD SALINITY 
GRADIENT 
5.1 Introductions 
Salt marshes are important wetlands at the ocean-land interface with various ecological 
functions [Chapman, 1974], serving as essential habitats for intertidal fauna [Valiela et al., 
2004], affecting the productivity of coastal waters through nutrient exchange [Krest et al., 
2000], and moderating the greenhouse gas emission and global warming [Chmura et al., 
2003]. Their behaviors are influenced by various physical and biogeochemical processes, 
among which the pore-water flow and associated solute transport play an important role in 
determining the material exchange between marsh sediment and seawater [Gardner, 2007; 
Ursino et al., 2004; Wilson and Gardner, 2006; Xin et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2014]. 
Many investigations, including field studies and numerical simulations, have been 
carried out to examine the pore-water flow in salt marshes under the influence of tides 
[Wilson and Morris, 2012; Wilson and Gardner, 2006; Xin et al., 2010a], evapotranspiration 
[Marani et al., 2006; Ursino et al., 2004], stratigraphy [Gardner, 2007; Xin et al., 2012], 
inland fresh groundwater input [Gardner and Reeves, 2002; Nuttle and Harvey, 1995], 
topography [Gardner, 2005; Moffett et al., 2012; Xin et al., 2011] and soil properties 
[Gardner, 2005]. While these studies generated important insights into the pore-water 
behavior, none of them considered the density effects associated with salinity variations, 
which commonly exist in surface water and pore-water within a marsh system [Cao et al., 
2012; Hughes et al., 2012]. Salinity variations can lead to considerable density gradients, 
which in turn affect water flow and solute transport processes, as found in other similar 
eco-hydrological systems. For example, Lenkopane et al. [2009] discovered that salinity 
variations of estuarine water affected the groundwater flow and salinity distribution in a 
riparian zone, and altered the magnitude of groundwater discharge to the estuary. Jin et al. 
[2011] found that even low salinity (density) gradients affect pore-water flow in the 
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hyporheic zone, inducing a circulating flow below the hydraulic divide that would otherwise 
exist with no density effect, and providing a relatively fast solute transport mechanism and 
enhancing the overall mass exchange between the stream water and streambed. 
As observed previously [Cao et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 2012], the salinity of surface 
water in salt marshes fluctuates over time under the combined influence of tidal inundation, 
precipitation, evapotranspiration and inland freshwater input. Earlier in this study, upward 
salinity gradients between the surface water and groundwater, which may be induced by 
long evaporation period, have been found to largely modify the pore-water and salt transport 
processes in marsh soils. It was found that combined with tidal fluctuations, the upward 
salinity gradient caused gravitational instabilities in the form of fingering flow. The number 
and size of salt fingers both vary from near-creek zone to marsh interior. These fingers 
provided a relatively fast solute transport mechanism locally, enhanced the upward 
movement of adjacent pore-water flow especially during inundation, altered particle path 
and shortened particle travel time. Despite these significant influences, the fingers did not 
greatly enhance the overall water exchange between marsh soil and coastal water, due to the 
fact that the overall pore-water process was still largely controlled by tidal oscillation.  
Apart from the condition of upward salinity gradients, downward salinity gradients 
(the salinity of surface water is lower than that of pore-water) also commonly exist in natural 
marsh systems. According to Callaway and Sabraw [1994], during an intensive rainy season, 
the supplemental water reduced the salinity of surface soil in salt marshes and led to 
significant changes in spatial patterns and relative density of marsh plants. Charles and 
Dukes [2009] conducted a manipulative experiment to examine the effects of precipitation 
on plant communities in a salt marsh in Massachusetts, USA. They found that decreased 
salinity under doubled precipitation condition accelerated the decomposition of plants. 
Although such downward salinity gradient was known to affect the species distribution in 
salt marshes, its effects on subsurface flow in marsh soils had not been investigated. 
The purpose of this study was to examine the combined effects of downward salinity 
gradient and tidal fluctuation on pore-water flow and salt transport in salt marshes. The 
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pore-water flow largely determines the exchange between marsh sediments and coastal 
water and has been the focus of many previous studies [Gardner, 2007; Ursino et al., 2004; 
Xin et al., 2009; Xin et al., 2011; Xin et al., 2010a]. The question addressed in this study is 
how the decrease of seawater salinity (downward salinity gradient), in combination with 
tidal fluctuation, affects the subsurface flow in salt marshes. To address this question, both 
laboratory flume tracer experiments and numerical simulations were conducted. Two 
experimental cases (base case and downward salinity gradient case) and corresponding 
numerical simulations were carried out. 
5.2 Methodology 
5.2.1 Laboratory experiments 
Experimental setup 
Experiments were carried out in a 3.5 m (length) × 0.8 m (height) × 0.1 m (width) sand 
flume (Figure 5.1a). The flume was divided into two parts, the left hand side part was packed 
with sand to simulate the marsh sediment and the right hand side part was a saltwater 
reservoir representing the tidal creek. These two parts were separated by a fine stainless 
screen to prevent the sand from entering the saltwater reservoir. This physical model 
represents a marsh cross-section perpendicular to a tidal creek. 
Saltwater was pumped from a saltwater tank into the saltwater reservoir via a variable 




Figure 5.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the sand flume and other parts of the experimental 
apparatus. Blue lines show the circulating flow paths. (b) and (e) show the laboratory-scale 
and field-scale numerical model setup with descriptions of boundary conditions. The vertical 
boundary on the right side represents the symmetric hydraulic divide and was set as no-flow 
boundary. The four black nodes are the observation points used for the analysis of local flow 
conditions and salinity variations with results presented in Figure 5.10: L1 (0.3 m, 0.45 m), 
L2 (0.3 m, 0.15 m), R1 (2.9 m, 0.45 m) and R2 (2.9 m, 0.15 m). (c) Comparison of measured 
and standard sinusoidal signals. The sinusoidal signal has been widely used in previous 
numerical studies. The shaded section indicates the inundation period. (d) Monitored salinity 
variations in the saltwater tank for downward salinity gradient case. The experiments were 
conducted for 200 tidal cycles. The numerical simulations were extended by additional 200 
tidal cycles with a constant salinity set to be the same as the measured salinity at the end of 
the experiment. The purpose for the extended simulation was to check if the density effect 
diminishes as the pore water in the marsh soil becomes well-mixed with the creek water. 
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The initial pore-water salinity in the sand was set uniformly to 15 ppt (mass fraction, 
parts per thousand) in both cases, whereas the initial salinity of tidal creek water was set to 
15 and 2.64 ppt to represent the base case and downward salinity/density gradient case, 
respectively. The saltwater was prepared by dissolving sodium chloride (NaCl, Analytical 
Reagent grade) in deionized water according to the salinity required. Among various 
conservative tracers that have been used in previous experiments (e.g., Lissamine, Amino G 
Acid, LiCl and NaCl), NaCl was chosen in this study for the convenience of its measurement 
through electrical conductivity (EC). A FD&C red food dye (Roha Dyechem Pvt Ltd) was 
added to the saltwater in the creek in order to track the plume that developed as the creek 
water moved through the marsh sediment. Each experiment was run for 200 tidal cycles, 
during which high-resolution digital photographs were taken at an interval of 60 s to record 
the plume movement. 
Sand properties and experimental procedure 
The grain size distribution of the sand used in the experiments is relatively uniform 
with d50 = 0.24 mm and d90/d10 = 2.86. The saturated hydraulic conductivity of the sand was 
measured to be 4.35 × 10-3 m s-1 using the constant-head method and the bulk porosity was 
found to be 0.46 using the oven drying method [Chinese National Standard, 1999]. 
Prior to each experiment, the sand was first thoroughly rinsed with deionized water (4 
times and 1 hour each time) following the method of Jin et al. [2010] to remove impurities. 
It was then washed with saltwater of 15 ppt salinity for a sufficiently long time (4 times and 
1.5 hours each time) to ensure that the pore water in the sand had the initial salinity of 15 ppt. 
During the wash, a handheld multi-parameter meter (YSI Professional Plus) was used to 
monitor the pore-water salinity. Afterwards, the sand was put into the flume and settled by 
gravity through pre-filled saltwater of 15 ppt to ensure that the initial pore-water salinity was 
uniform (equal to 15 ppt) and to avoid trapped air [Cartwright et al., 2003]. 
5.2.2 Numerical simulations 
The variably-saturated, variable-density groundwater flow modeling program, SUTRA 
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[Voss and Provost, 2008], was used for the numerical simulations. The governing equations 
describing the groundwater flow simulated in the SUTRA code is given in Chapter 3 with a 
modification to account for tidal loading in a marsh system according to Reeves et al. [2000] 
and Xin et al. [2012]. 
The numerical model was set up according to the experimental conditions as shown in 
Figure 5.1b. In particular, the following boundary conditions were applied: the base and 
landward boundary were set as no-flow boundaries. The vertical boundary on the creek side 
(indicated by the green line on the right hand side in Figure 5.1b) represents a symmetric 
hydraulic divide and thus was also set as a no-flow boundary. For the sediment surface (blue 
line in Figure 5.1b), nodes below the tidal creek water level were set as a pressure-prescribed 
boundary and assigned a concentration equal to the creek water salinity when local inflow 
occurs. During the falling tide, a seepage face was allowed to develop along the creek bank 
and simulated following the approach of Xin et al. [2010a]. Nodes above the seepage face 
was set as a no-flow boundary. 
The change of water level at the creek boundary was set according to the measured 
tidal signal from the experiments (Figure 5.1c). Consistent with the experimental setup, the 
initial pore-water salinities of all simulation cases were set as 15 ppt. For the base case, the 
creek water salinity was also set to 15 ppt. For the downward salinity gradient case, the 
creek water salinity was set according to measured salinity values, which varies with time as 
a result of mixing between the creek water and initial pore water (Figure 5.1d). The values of 
other model parameters used in the numerical simulations, including those estimated through 
model calibration, are listed in Table 5.1. It should be noted that the marsh platform in the 
experiments was slightly sloping towards the creek (slope = 0.01) to facilitate the drainage 
of surface water during the falling tide; and such a mild slope is also common in natural 
marsh systems [Mwamba and Torres, 2002]. 
During the experiments, pore-water pressure (hydraulic head) in the marsh sediment 
was measured at locations as shown in Figure 3.2a. The measured hydraulic head data 
together with the plume images from the base case were used to calibrate the model. In 
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particular, the hydraulic conductivity value was adjusted slightly from the measured value 
through this calibration process (Table 5.1). As an example, we show in Figure 3.5 the 
comparison between measured head data and predictions by the calibrated laboratory-scale 
model with a reasonably good agreement. The plume development simulated by the model 
also compares well with the experimental observation as shown in Figure 5.2. 
A field-scale model (Figure 5.1e) was also established to test if stable flow occurs in 
natural salt marshes, not just a feature of the simulated marsh system in the laboratory with 
reduced spatial and temporal scales. The dimension of the filed-scale model is similar to 
those adopted in several previous studies [Wilson and Morris, 2012; Wilson and Gardner, 
2006]. This model also represents a marsh cross-section perpendicular to a tidal creek. 
Parameter values for the field-scale model, including hydraulic conductivity, longitudinal 
dispersivity and transverse dispersivity, were based on the work of Wilson and Gardner 
[2006]. The field-scale model setup is similar to downward salinity gradient case of the 
laboratory-scale model in terms of tidal condition and salinity contrast. A semi-diurnal solar 
tide was applied: 
 0 0( ) sin( )mslh t Z A tω= +  (5.1) 
where mslZ  is the mean creek water level [L] and was set to 4.2 m; 0A  is the tidal amplitude 
[L] and was set to 1.0 m; ω  is the angular frequency [T-1] and was set to 0.5236 rad/h 
corresponding to a tidal period of 12 h; 0 ( )h t  is the creek water level [L] as a function of 
time t  [T]. The salt concentration of creek water was set to 2.5 ppt while the initial salinity 
of pore-water was set to 15 ppt. 
Spatial and temporal discretization is important to guarantee the numerical stability of 
simulations. The spatial discretization of SUTRA is determined based on the grid/mesh Péclet 
number: / 4g LPe L α≈ ∆ ≤  [Voss and Provost, 2008], where L∆  is the transport distance [L] 
between two sides of an element along the groundwater flow direction; Lα  is the 
longitudinal dispersivity [L]. In this study, the spatial discretization of laboratory-scale and 
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field-scale simulation involves 242949 nodes (1509 horizontally and 161 vertically) and 
84611 nodes (401 horizontally and 211 vertically), respectively. The maximum grid Péclet 
number corresponding to these two discretization schemes was 2.2 and 2 respectively, being 
both smaller than 4 as required). The temporal discretization is determined based on the 
Courant number: max / 1Cr v t L= ∆ ∆ ≤ , where maxv  is the maximum velocity parallel to L∆  
[LT-1]; t∆  is the time step length [T]. The selected time step size of laboratory-scale and 
field-scale simulations was 1 s and 60 s, generating of a Courant number of 0.044 and 0.03 
respectively, being both smaller than 1 as required. In addition, tests on the independence of 
time step and grid size were carried out, and it was found that the results based on present 
setup agree well with others with a refined grid and smaller time step size. Therefore, the 
results presented in this study are converged numerical solutions. 
 








Hydraulic conductivity, K  (m s-1) 1.25 × 10-3 a 1.00 × 10-4 d 
Porosity, φ  (-) 0.46  0.3 d 
Longitudinal dispersivity, Lα  (m) 0.001 b 0.1 d 
Transverse dispersivity, Tα  (m) 0.0001 b 0.01 d 
Diffusion coefficient, 0D  (m2 s-1) 1.00 × 10-9 1.00 × 10-9 
Compressibility of water, β  (Pa-1) 4.47 × 10-10 4.47 × 10-10 
Compressibility of sand, α  (Pa-1) 1.30 × 10-8 1.30 × 10-8 
Time step, t∆  (s) 1 60 
Exponent parameter,
 





0.1 c 0.1 c 




Mean sea level, mslZ  (m) 0.492 4.2 
Tidal amplitude, A  (m) 0.157 1.0 
Tidal period,
 
T  354 (s) 12 (hr) 
a
 Adjusted from the measured value (4.35 × 10-3 m/s) based on model calibration using data 
of pore-water pressure and plume movement speed from the base case. 
b
 Fitted values based on model calibration using data of pore-water pressure from the base 
case and finger pattern from the upward salinity gradient case. 
c
 Typical values [Carsel and Parrish, 1988] for soil water retention parameters used in the 
van Genuchten [1980] function. 
d Values adopted from the work of Wilson and Gardner [2006]. 
5.3 Results and discussions 
5.3.1 Plume movement 
Figure 5.2 compares the plume developments for the base case and downward salinity 
gradient case. The results from both the laboratory experiment and numerical simulation 
show that the plume fronts in the base case developed and advanced downward in a stable 
fashion (Figure 5.2a). The variations of the front position were consistent with the pore-water 
circulation driven by tides. In particular, the downward movement of the plume near the 
creek was quicker than in the marsh interior, due to the faster near-creek flow [Wilson and 
Morris, 2012; Wilson and Gardner, 2006]. Overall, the simulation results agreed well with 
the observation from the laboratory experiments. 
Unlike the upward salinity gradient case, the downward salinity gradient did not alter 
the stability of the system and the plume also moved downwards in a stable manner without 
any preferential flow developed with fingers. Also it is noteworthy that the downward 
movement of the stable plume was slightly faster than that of base case as shown by the 
experimental results. However, the numerical model did not reproduce such characteristic. 
This is probably because the refilling of sand for each experiment resulted in slightly 
different hydraulic conductivities in the experiments. But to make the simulation results more 
comparable, a uniform hydraulic conductivity value was adopted in all cases. 
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The field-scale simulation also shows a stable plume under the influence of downward 
salinity gradients, with the near-creek plume moving downwards at a faster speed (Figure 
5.3). However, it is noteworthy that unlike the laboratory-scale observations, the downward 
movement of the plume in the interior was much slower than that of the near-creek plume in 
the field-scale simulation; and this was because of the different scales. The tidal oscillation 
exerted a more significant influence on the interior part in the laboratory-scale model due to 
the relatively short distance from the creek: 2.95 m compared with a tidal wave propagation 
distance (λ) of 2.78 m calculated based on the simple groundwater wave theory (λ = 
(neω/2KD)1/2; Nielsen [1990]). The tidal effects weakened with the increase of distance away 
from the tidal creek as in the field-scale model: the marsh interior was 60 m away from the 
creek and the tidal wave propagation distance was 30.08 m. As a result, the tide-induced 




Figure 5.2 Plume movement under (a) base case and (b) downward salinity gradient case at 
different elapsed times. For each case, the two rows of panels from top to bottom show 
results for the 10th, 30th, 60th, 100th and 200th tidal cycle, respectively. The left hand side 
panels are for experiments and right hand side panels for numerical simulations. All the 
plume patterns show conditions at the low-tide. The simulation of the base case was achieved 
by setting a constant boundary concentration of 35 ppt but with the density effect switched 
off (i.e., neglecting the effect of salinity on density). The grey-colour lines are flow lines 
calculated based on the tidally-averaged velocity. 
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Figure 5.3 Field-scale simulation results of plume patterns at different elapsed times, based 
on the semi-diurnal solar tide and constant boundary concentration of 2.5 ppt. Panels from 
top to bottom show results for the 10th, 30th, 60th, 100th, 150th, 200th, 300th and 400th tidal 
cycle, respectively. All the plume patterns show conditions at the low-tide. The white lines 
are flow lines calculated based on the tidally-averaged velocity. 
5.3.2 Hydraulic head gradients 
The simulated plume development and variations of hydraulic head gradient between 
different piezometers at different elapsed times are in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, respectively.  
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Figure 5.4 Simulated plume development (top to bottom: 20th, 60th, 100th, 140th and 200th 
tidal cycle) and positions of piezometers selected to facilitate the analysis of hydraulic head 
gradient variations as shown in Figure 5.5. The plume patterns at low tide during each tidal 











Figure 5.5 Comparison of simulated hydraulic head gradients between different piezometers 
at different elapsed times. Negative values indicate upward flow while positive values 
correspond with downward flow. The shaded area indicates inundation period. Note that for 
the base case, the hydraulic head gradient remained constant (that is why only one set of 
results are shown in the figure for the base case). 
The results show that, in both cases with and without density effect, at the initial stage 
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of tidal inundation, there was a rapid increase of hydraulic head gradient which even reversed 
the direction of vertical flow (Figure 5.5). However, the variations of hydraulic head gradient 
showed quite different trends with the effects of downward salinity/density gradient taken 
into account. Also, the downward salinity gradient exerted greater influence on the hydraulic 
head gradient between the lower two piezometers (right hand side column in Figure 5.5) than 
that between the upper two (left hand side column in Figure 5.5). 
More specifically, Figure 5.5 shows that the hydraulic head gradient between the upper 
two piezometers was only affected during the 20th tidal cycle, when the stable plume was 
passing these piezometers. The downward salinity gradient acted as a resistance to weaken 
the vertical flow (black dashed line on the left hand side in Figure 5.5). After the stable plume 
passed, the hydraulic head gradient variation (black dot dash line, blue line, green line and 
red line in Figure 5.5) became almost the same as that of the base case with no density effect 
(black line in Figure 5.5). 
In comparison, the downward salinity gradient exerted more profound influence on the 
hydraulic head gradient between the lower two piezometers (right hand side column in Figure 
5.5). This was mainly due to the fact that the pore-water flow velocity in the lower part of 
marsh sediment was slower and thus the downward movement of stable plume was 
decelerated. As can be seen from the results, the downward salinity gradient acted as a 
resisting force to weaken the vertical flow. The intensity of such weakening effect decreased 
as the density contrast got smaller and finally the hydraulic head gradient variation (green 
line in Figure 5.5) returned to that of the base case (black line in Figure 5.5). 
The plume development and variations of hydraulic head gradients based on results 
from the laboratory experiment are shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, respectively. As can 
be seen from these results, the effects of downward salinity gradient on hydraulic head 
gradient as shown by the experimental results were not as significant as simulated. However, 
there are two characteristics which are consistent between the experimental and numerical 
results. Firstly, the hydraulic head gradient between the upper two piezometer along every 
column was slightly weakened at the early stage (e.g., 30th tidal cycle) as the downward 
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salinity gradient acted as a resistance to the flow. Secondly, as the stable plume moved to the 
deeper area, the downward salinity gradient began to affect the hydraulic head gradient 
between the lower two piezometers at the late stage (e.g., 100th tidal cycle). However, it is 
noteworthy that the degree of weakening effect of the downward salinity gradient was quite 
low compared with the experimental results, either at the early stage or the late stage. 
 
Figure 5.6 Experimental plume development (30th, 60th and 100th tidal cycle, respectively) 
and positions of piezometers to facilitate the analysis of hydraulic head gradient variations as 















Figure 5.7 Comparison of experimental hydraulic head gradient variations between different 
piezometers over different tidal cycles (black dashed line represents the base case without 
density effect; black, blue and red solid lines represent the downward gradient case during 
30th, 60th and 100th tidal cycle, respectively). Negative values indicate upward flow while 








5.3.3 Salinity variations of pore-water 
Measured pore-water salinity variations at the sampling holes (Figure 3.2d) are shown 
in Figure 5.8. Measured salinities from columns B, E and H are shown for comparison. 
Selection of these three columns was made because there were more sampling holes along 
these columns, thereby providing more detailed data for understanding the variations of 
pore-water salinity in connection with the evolution of the plume patterns. Also, these three 
columns represent three typical zones in the marsh sediment, namely the near-creek zone 
(column B), middle zone (column E) and marsh interior (column H). Due to the numerous 
sampling holes, it was difficult to manually sample and measure the pore-water salinities 
intensively; so pore-water sampling was conducted every 20 tidal cycles. Plots on the left 
hand side of Figure 5.8 compare the pore-water salinity variations along columns B, E and H. 
The horizontal axis denotes the normalized salinity and the vertical axis indicates the depth of 
sampling holes along each column; so these plots show the downward movement of the 
plume. Plots on the right hand side of Figure 5.8 show the plume images corresponding to the 
sampling moments. The simulated pore-water salinity variation and corresponding plume 
pattern were also plotted (Figure 5.9) for comparison with the experiment results. 
Despite the slight difference between experimental and simulation results (e.g., the 
different downward movement speed of the stable plume), Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show 
some similar characteristics of pore-water salinity variation, in connection with the plume 
movement. The results both show the stronger near-creek circulation induced by tidal 
oscillation, which can be seen in the earlier modification of pore-water salinity along column 
B near the creek (black line in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9). Furthermore, the pore-water 
salinity distribution for every tidal cycle, either experimental or simulated, exhibits a similar 
pattern: the salinity distribution along every column firstly decreased with depth (e.g., the 
inclined black line above the black dashed line in Figure 5.8c) because the fresher surface 
water infiltrated the marsh soil and in the same time the salinity of surface water increased 
because of the mixing with denser pore-water exiting the marsh soil. The pore-water then 
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Figure 5.8 Measured pore-water salinity variations at different columns and times (top to 
bottom: 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, 100th, 120th, 140th, 160th, 180th and 200th tidal cycle). The 
measured salinity was normalized according to Cnormal = (Cm-Cb)/(Cs-Cb), where Cnormal is the 
normalized salinity, Cm is the measured salinity, Cb is the initial salinity of the pore-water (15 
ppt), and Cs is the initial salinity of the surface water (2.64 ppt). 
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The variations of pore-water salinity as shown by both experimental and simulation 
results are in alignment with the plume stability. The modification of pore-water salinity 
along column B near the creek was always the earliest, while that along column H in the 
marsh interior was always the latest. This is different from the variation trend under the 
influence of upward density gradient and unstable fingers, which provided preferential path, 
especially in the marsh interior. As the experiment and simulation continued, the pore water 
above the solute front gradually became well mixed (Figure 5.8j and Figure 5.9j). However, 
the salinity of pore-water below the solute front remained unchanged. In comparison, the 
mixing under the influence of unstable fingers was faster and more extensive (e.g., at the end 
of the experiment or simulation, the pore-water salinity at every sampling port along a 





Figure 5.9 Simulated pore-water salinity variations at different columns and times (top to 
bottom: 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, 100th, 120th, 140th, 160th, 180th and 200th tidal cycle). The 
measured salinity was normalized according to Cnormal = (Cm-Cb)/(Cs-Cb), where Cnormal is the 
normalized salinity, Cm is the measured salinity, Cb is the initial salinity of the pore-water (15 
ppt), and Cs is the initial salinity of the surface water (2.64 ppt). 
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5.3.4 Pore-water flow and solute transport 
During the experiments, hydraulic heads at eight locations in the sand flume were 
measured. Although these measurements could not lead to accurate estimates of the flow 
velocity, the data were used to calibrate and validate the numerical model. In this section, the 
numerical simulation results were used to examine how the salinity (density) gradients 
affected pore-water flow, focusing on two observations points in the near-creek area (R1 and 
R2 shown in Figure 5.1b) and marsh interior (L1 and L2 shown in Figure 5.1b), respectively. 
Figure 5.10 compares the tidally-averaged vertical flow and associated salinity variation 
between the base case and downward salinity gradient case. 
In the absence of density variations, the system reached the quasi-steady state rather 
quickly with a constant tidally averaged velocity achieved at each observation point (blue line) 
over all tidal cycles. The averaged vertical velocities at R1 and R2 were much greater than 
those at L1 and L2, consistent with the circulating flow pattern and explaining why the plume 
moved downward more rapidly near the creek. In comparison, the salinity variations at the 
observation points in the downward salinity gradient case showed temporal variations. The 
salinity at each observation point remained constant before but decreased rapidly as the stable 
plume front approached and passed. As the front passed through, the salinity increased 
gradually partly due to a slow increase of salinity in surface water as a result of mixing with 
the denser pore water exiting the marsh soil. The relatively strong circulation near the creek 
caused the salinities at R1 and R2 to change from earlier times compared with those at L1 
and L2 (Figure 5.10). The downward salinity gradients resisted the downward vertical 
pore-water flow. Even before the plume reached these observation points, the local vertical 
flow had begun to slow down because of flow continuity (for example, the flow above L1 
was weakened earlier). With the continuous penetration of creek water into the marsh 
sediment, of which the salinity gradually increased, the salinities at the observation points 
started to increase (for example, the rising section of black line at L1 in Figure 5.10), local 
downward flow sped up gradually due to local upward salinity (density) gradients and 
approached the levels as in the base case (for example, the falling section of red line at L1 in 
Figure 5.10). 
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The flow lines in Figure 5.2
 
also reflect the effect of downward salinity gradient on 
pore-water flow. As can be seen, although the pore-water flow speed was altered by the 
downward salinity gradient, the paths of corresponding flow lines changed little. This was 
further proved by the field-scale simulation results shown in Figure 5.3 – ongoing downward 
movement of the plume did not alter the flow lines. 
 
Figure 5.10 Comparisons of tidally averaged vertical flow (blue and red lines) and salinity 
variation (black line) between the base case and downward salinity gradient case. Negative 
velocity values indicate downward flow and positive values for upward flow. The salinity 
variation was normalized as (C-Cp)/(Ct-Cp), where C is the time-dependent salinity at each 
observation point, Ct is the initial salinity of surface water (2.64 ppt) and Cp is the initial 





5.3.5 Particle tracking 
Particle tracking was used to further examine the density effects on the pore-water 
flow in the marsh soil. Xin et al. [2010b] showed that the particle path and corresponding 
travel time are controlled by the tidally averaged flow in a tidally influenced groundwater 
system. Thus we used the tidally-averaged velocities from the numerical simulations to 
calculate these two quantities. For the purpose of comparison with the upward density 
gradient case, five particles (Figure 5.11a) were released at five distances from the creek and 
0.05 m above the marsh base. 
Figure 5.11a-b compare the particle paths and associated travel times between the base 
case and downward salinity gradient case, with particles released from the 1st tidal cycle. In 
the base case with no density effect, all the particles moved towards the creek along the 
aquifer base and then moved upwards along the hydraulic divide to exit the marsh soil from 
the creek bottom. The downward salinity gradient did not modify the particle path – all the 
particles basically exited the marsh sediment following the same paths as those in the base 
case. Also, the associated travel times were very close between two cases, only particles 
released at node 1 and 2 in the marsh interior left the system slightly faster. This might be 
because that the salinity of surface water gradually increased as it kept mixing with the 
pore-water, resulting in upward salinity gradient locally if it was higher than that of 
pore-water and thus the local upward salinity gradients speeded up the flow. 
Particles were released during the 60th tidal cycle to examine whether the downward 
salinity gradient might exert different influence on path and travel time of particles. As 
shown in Figure 5.11c, even though released at later stage, the downward salinity gradient 
still did not dramatically modify the particle paths and travel times. This indicates that the 
fates of chemicals, contaminant and nutrition are unlikely to be largely impacted by the 




Figure 5.11 Particle paths and travel time for the base case (a) and downward salinity 
gradient case (b and c). Particles were released from the locations shown in (a) during the 1st 
tidal cycle (a and b) and 60th tidal cycle (c). The italic underlined numbers indicate travel 
times (tidal cycles) of the particles, and the colors of the lines show the travel times along the 
paths as indicated by the color axis at the bottom of the figure.
 
5.3.6 Exchange of water flux and salt flux 
The temporal variations of net water exchange across the marsh surface over each tidal 
cycle were compared between the base case and downward salinity gradient case (Figure 
5.12). The results show that the downward salinity gradient exerted an opposite effect on the 
water exchange to that of upward salinity gradient. As can be seen, it acted to weaken the net 
water exchange between the marsh soil and coastal water. At the initial stage, the net 
volumetric water exchange rate decreased at a relatively fast speed and reached the lowest 
value around the 40th tidal cycle. With the ongoing mixing between surface water and pore 
water, the density contrast gradually decreased and the weakening effect on the exchange 
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rate became less significant. The impeded water exchange gradually recovered and reached a 
value quite close to that of the base case at the end of simulation. One thing in common with 
the upward salinity gradient is that the downward salinity gradient did not dramatically alter 
the water exchange, because tidal oscillation was still the dominating factor in affecting the 
subsurface hydrodynamics in marsh sediments. 
 
Figure 5.12 Comparison of net volumetric water exchange rate between the base case and 
downward salinity gradient case. 
5.4 Concluding remarks 
In the investigation on the effects of downward salinity gradient on pore-water flow in 
salt marshes, results from both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations show that 
unlike upward salinity gradient, the downward salinity gradient maintained the stability of the 
system with the plume steadily moving downward in a manner similar to that of the base case 
with no density effect. The pore-water flow pattern was not significantly altered under the 
influence of downward salinity gradient. Particle tracking demonstrated similar particle paths 
and travel times compared with those from the base case. The downward salinity gradient 
was found to weaken the exchange between the marsh soil and coastal water, and such 
‘weakening effect’ gradually disappeared with the decrease of density contrast due to mixing 
of surface water and pore-water. The degree of modification to overall water exchange was 
not significant since the subsurface hydrodynamic process in salt marshes is predominated by 
the tidal force. 
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CHAPTER 6 -  PATRMETRIC STUDY OF UNSTABLE 
FINGERING FLOW 
6.1 Introduction 
Salt marshes are important wetlands at the ocean-land interface with various ecological 
functions [Chapman, 1974], serving as essential habitats for intertidal fauna [Valiela et al., 
2004], affecting the productivity of coastal waters through nutrient exchange [Krest et al., 
2000], and moderating the greenhouse gas emission and global warming [Chmura et al., 
2003]. Their behaviors are influenced by various physical and biogeochemical processes, 
among which the pore-water flow and associated solute transport play an important role in 
determining the material exchange between marsh sediment and seawater [Gardner, 2007; 
Ursino et al., 2004; Wilson and Gardner, 2006; Xin et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2014]. 
Many investigations, including field studies and numerical simulations, have been 
carried out to examine the pore-water flow in salt marshes under the influence of tides 
[Wilson and Morris, 2012; Wilson and Gardner, 2006; Xin et al., 2010a], evapotranspiration 
[Marani et al., 2006; Ursino et al., 2004], stratigraphy [Gardner, 2007; Xin et al., 2012], 
inland fresh groundwater input [Gardner and Reeves, 2002; Nuttle and Harvey, 1995], 
topography [Gardner, 2005; Moffett et al., 2012; Xin et al., 2011] and soil properties 
[Gardner, 2005]. These studies have advanced our understanding of the complex subsurface 
hydrodynamics in salt marshes. 
Laboratory experiments and numerical modelling presented in Chapter 4 
demonstrated that upward salinity gradient between the surface water and groundwater, due 
to long period of evaporation for example, can modify significantly the pore-water and salt 
transport processes in marsh soils. Combined with tidal fluctuations, the upward salinity 
gradient may lead to gravitational instabilities in the form of fingering flow. The number and 
size of salt fingers both vary from the near-creek zone to marsh interior. These fingers 
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provide a relatively fast solute transport mechanism locally, enhanced the upward movement 
of adjacent pore-water flow, and altered particle path and associated travel time, especially 
in the marsh interior. 
Although the occurrence of unstable fingering flow induced by upward 
salinity/density gradient was revealed in a marsh system, the onset condition for such a 
gravitational instability remains unclear. Most of previous studies, which aimed to determine 
the onset condition for unstable flow, focused on free convection driven by density 
differences; and the initiation of unstable flow under free convection has been relatively well 
understood. Where the density of a solute plume is higher than that of the background fluid, 
instability tends to occur if the density difference is high enough. When the critical criterion 
for onset of free convection is exceeded, initial instability develops into larger solute fingers 
[Holzbecher, 1998]. Free convection provides an important mechanism for solute transport 
and mixing in subsurface, and has been found to exacerbate a variety of environmental 
problems. 
Despite a large number of theoretical and modelling studies on free convection, 
Holzbecher and Yusa [1995] stated that free convection in natural systems are quite rare. 
Normally, forced convection induced by hydraulic head gradient on the boundary leads to 
mixed convection. Under the combined influence of tidal oscillations and upward salinity 
gradient, the marsh system may experience mixed convection (free convection and forced 
convection driven by density contrast and hydraulic head gradient, respectively). Several 
previous studies have examined the mixed convection condition. For example, Simmons and 
Narayan [1997] numerically investigated the mixed convection processes below a saline 
disposal basin. They found that the movement of salt front was linked to the magnitude of 
the mean advective velocity as well as the ability of denser saline brines to mix with 
groundwater. Based on numerical simulations, they put forward a critical condition 
combining modified Rayleigh number ( aR ) and Péclet number ( eP ) to characterize the 
initiation of unstable fingers under the mixed convection mechanism. However, it should be 
noted that the hydraulic head gradient in the study of Simmons and Narayan [1997] was 
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fixed. In contrast, in a natural salt marsh the hydraulic head gradient is varying spatially and 
temporally due to the tidal oscillations. Recently, Greskowiak [2014] investigated the 
generation of salt-fingering flow in tidally affected near-shore zones. With numerical 
simulations, he revealed a tidally-induced salt-fingering flow during submarine groundwater 
discharge (SGD) and discovered a number of realistic hydrological and hydrogeological 
conditions under which the upper saline plume (USP) becomes unstable with salt fingers 
formed. 
Although these studies attempted to identify the onset condition of fingering flow 
under mixed convection conditions, such a critical condition has not yet been examined in a 
salt marsh. Mixed convection in a salt marsh is likely to be more complex due to tidal 
oscillations and the development of unsaturated zone. Understanding such complex finger 
characteristics would help us to better evaluate the behavior of natural salt marshes. This 
study was designed to quantify the characteristics of fingers under variably-saturated 
conditions by means of numerical simulation. 
6.2 Numerical simulation 
6.2.1 Model setup 
The variably-saturated, variable-density groundwater modeling program, SUTRA 
[Voss and Provost, 2008], was used for the numerical simulations. The governing equations 
describing the groundwater flow simulated in the SUTRA code have been given in Chapter 3 
with a modification to account for tidal loading in a marsh system according to Reeves et al. 
[2000] and Xin et al. [2012]. The change of water level at the creek boundary was set 
according to: 
 0 0( ) sin( )mslh t Z A tω= +  (6.1) 
where mslZ  is the mean creek water level [L]; 0A  is the tidal amplitude [L]; ω  is the 
angular frequency; 0 ( )h t  is the creek water level [L] as a function of time t  [T]. 
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The numerical model setup is based on the laboratory scale as shown in Figure 6.1. 
In particular, the following boundary conditions were applied: the base and landward 
boundary were set as no-flow boundaries. The vertical boundary on the creek side (indicated 
by the green line on the right hand side in Figure 6.1) represents a symmetric hydraulic 
divide and thus was also set as a no-flow boundary. For the sediment surface (blue line in 
Figure 6.1), nodes below the tidal creek water level were set as a pressure-prescribed 
boundary and assigned a concentration equal to the creek water salinity when local inflow 
occurs. Above the tidal creek water level, a seepage face was allowed to develop along the 
creek bank and marsh surface and simulated following the approach of Xin et al. [2010a]; 
and above the seepage face is the unsaturated zone, which was set as a no-flow boundary. 
A total number of 154 simulation cases were conducted to investigate the onset of 
and to quantify the characteristics of unstable fingers in response to the variations of three 
key factors, including intrinsic hydraulic conductivity K  [LT-1], dispersivity [L] 
(longitudinal Lα  and transverse Tα ), and salinity of creek water sC  (ppt; higher than the 
initial salinity of pore-water, which was set to 15 ppt in all simulations). These parameters 
have been found to be important for the pore-water flow and solute transport processes in 
subsurface [Greskowiak, 2014; Simmons and Narayan, 1997]. Natural hydrogeological 
systems are often featured by wide ranges of hydraulic conductivity, thereby resulting in a 
wide range of Rayleigh number and Péclet numbers that may result in different degrees of 
flow instability. Also, the dispersivity tends to play a significant role in affecting the 
evolution of unstable fingers. It should be noted that although the ratio of Lα  to Tα  was 
varied in the study of Greskowiak [2014], it was based on a field scale, which makes the 
different ratios possible. This study is based on a laboratory scale and thus it is unlikely that 
this ratio will change much. Therefore, the empirical value of 10 was used for the ratio of Lα  
to Tα . 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the numerical setup for the parametric study of unstable 
fingering flow. 
6.2.2 Perturbation 
Under the effects of upward salinity gradient, gravitational instabilities in the form of 
fingering may occur. According to Xie et al. [2011], unstable fingering flows are usually 
caused by geologic and fluid heterogeneities, such as the pore-scale heterogeneity of 
hydraulic conductivity distribution, minor variations in salinity. It is difficult to quantity 
these perturbations since they are spatiotemporally variable. Nevertheless, when simulating 
groundwater systems, the unstable fingers are often triggered by numerical perturbations 
such as local truncation and round-off errors. As Schincariol et al. [1994] stated that such 
numerical perturbations are unrealistic and physically meaningless. Based on a numerical 
study of initiating physical instabilities in a thermal convection plume, Horne and 
Caltagirone [1980] suggested the option of adopting small random noise to perturb the 
seemingly stable mathematical solutions to nonlinear problems. Given the heterogeneity of 
hydraulic conductivity in real groundwater systems and the fact that the sand filling process 
during laboratory experiments may not guarantee absolute homogeneity, a random 
perturbation was added to the conductivity field in laboratory-scale and field-scale numerical 
simulations. The perturbation function from Pruess [2008] was used: 
 0
1(1 ( 1,1) ) with 1,2,3,...,
100i i
k k random i nn= + × − =  (6.2) 
where ik  is the permeability of thi  node [L2]; 0k  is the basic permeability based on which 
the heterogeneity is generated [L2]; nn  is the total number of nodes [-]. 
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6.2.3 Spatial and temporal discretization 
To minimize numerical dispersion and oscillation resulting from truncation errors and 
round-off errors, the grid size and time step should be adequately small. The SUTRA code 
uses the mesh Péclet number to determine the proper grid discretization: / 4e LP L α≈ ∆ ≤  
[Voss and Provost, 2008], where L∆  is the transport distance [L] between two sides of an 
element along the groundwater flow direction; Lα  is the longitudinal dispersivity [L]. In this 
study, the horizontal discretization is 0.0016 mx∆ =  (for 0 2.4 mx< < ) and 0.0013 mx∆ =  
(for 2.4 mx ≥ ), while the vertical discretization is 0.005 my∆ =  (for 0 0.3 my< < ) and 
0.003 my∆ =
 (for 0.3 my ≥ ) vertically. This discretization scheme, with grid refinement for 
the intertidal zone, produces 402,021 nodes, 401,850 elements and a maximum eP  of about 
2.5 (< 4 as required). The grid convergence under such a discretization scheme was 
guaranteed by examining the total solute mass and solute flux across the top boundary. The 
size of time step was set to 1 s. Although the selection of the time step is relatively arbitrary, 
it was demonstrated to ensure the mathematical convergence. 
Table 6.1 Values of parameters that were held constants in the numerical simulations. 
Parameter Value 
Porosity, φ  0.46  
Diffusion coefficient, 0D  (m2 s-1) 1.00 × 10-9 
Compressibility of water, β  (Pa-1) 4.47 × 10-10 
Compressibility of sand, α  (Pa-1) 1.30 × 10-8 
Time step, t∆  (s) 1 
Exponent parameter, m  2.68 a 
Residual saturation, rS  0.1 a 
Inverse of air entry suction parameter, a  (m-1) 10.8 b 
Mean sea level, mslZ  (m) 0.49 
Tidal amplitude, A  (m) 0.15 
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Tidal period, T  (s) 354 
a
 Typical values [Carsel and Parrish, 1988] for soil water retention parameters used in the van 
Genuchten [1980] function. 
b
 Fitted values based on studies presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 
 
Table 6.2 Value ranges of parameters adjusted in the numerical simulations. 
Parameter Value 
Salinity of creek water, sC  (ppt) 16 ~ 50 
Hydraulic conductivity, K  (m s-1) 0.3125 × 10-3 ~ 6.125 × 10-3 
Longitudinal dispersivity, Lα  (m) 0.0005 ~ 0.01 
Transverse dispersivity, Tα  (m) 0.00005 ~ 0.001 
 
6.3 Results and discussions 
6.3.1 Plume patterns 
Figure 6.2 - Figure 6.3 show the evolution of unstable fingers with time under different 
conditions (different parameter value combinations). The simulation results showed that 
under the simulated conditions, some cases displayed a stable behavior while the others 
demonstrated instabilities. More specifically, from these figures it can be seen that when the 
salinity difference between the creek water and pore-water was low enough (e.g., the salinity 
of creek water was set to 16 ppt), the system remained stable, regardless of values of other 
parameters. Under such a low-contrast upward salinity gradient, even when the hydraulic 
conductivity was quite high (e.g., K = 6.25 × 10-3 m/s) and the dispersivity was low (e.g., Lα
= 0.001 m and Tα = 0.0001 m) – a condition that promotes instability (top panel in Figure 
6.5), the plume moved down steadily. With other parameters values unchanged, the increase 
of density contrast appeared to result in a transition from stable state to unstable state; and the 
intensity of instability increased with the increase of density contrast (left hand side column 
in Figure 6.2), leading to faster penetration of unstable fingers into the marsh soil. 
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When the other parameters were held constants, the increase of dispersivity tended to 
stabilize the system. For example, as can be seen from the middle panel in Figure 6.2, 
although instabilities developed in all the three cases with different values of dispersivity, the 
plume pattern was more stable when longitudinal dispersivity was to 0.01 m, the largest value. 
Over the 200th tidal cycle, only a few fingers developed in the marsh interior, and the plume 
in the near-creek zone and middle zone was stable. In comparison, when the longitudinal 
dispersivity was set to 0.001 m, the instabilities developed across the whole marsh with 
fingers formed near and away from the creek. In addition, it can be noted that the increase of 
dispersivity prolonged the initiation time of unstable fingers. 
The increase of hydraulic conductivity increases the intensity of instabilities and the 
penetration speed of unstable fingers. As can be seen, when K = 0.3125 × 10-3 m/s, most of 
the fingers had not yet reached the aquifer base by the 200th tidal cycle. In comparison, when 
K = 6.5 × 10-3 m/s, the system had seen all the fingers reached the bottom of the marsh soil 





Figure 6.2 Evolution of plume under conditions of different combinations of creek water 
salinities and dispersivities but with K = 0.3125 × 10-3 m/s at different elapsed times (10th, 
30th, 60th, 100th, 150th and 200th tidal cycle, respectively). The plume image at the low tide of 





Figure 6.3 Evolution of plume under conditions of different combinations of creek water 
salinities and dispersivities but with K = 0.625 × 10-3 m/s at different elapsed times (10th, 30th, 
60th, 100th, 150th and 200th tidal cycle, respectively). The plume image at the low tide of each 





Figure 6.4 Evolution of plume under conditions of different combinations of creek water 
salinities and dispersivities but with K = 1.25 × 10-3 m/s at different elapsed times (10th, 30th, 
60th, 100th, 150th and 200th tidal cycle, respectively). The plume image at the low tide of each 





Figure 6.5 Evolution of plume under conditions of different combinations of creek water 
salinities and dispersivities but with K = 6.25 × 10-3 m/s at different elapsed times (10th, 30th, 
60th, 100th, 150th and 200th tidal cycle, respectively). The plume image at the low tide of each 
tidal cycle was selected. 
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6.3.2 Initiation of unstable fingers 
Two modified non-dimensional numbers based on Simmons and Narayan [1997], 
namely Rayleigh number and Péclet number, were used to explore the onset of unstable 
fingers. It is noteworthy that although some other non-dimensional numbers have been used 
to examine the onset condition of unstable fingers, such as the  number [Oostrom et al., 
1992a] and tidal perturbation parameter [Greskowiak, 2014], in this study we followed the 
approach of Simmons and Narayan [1997] because the mixed convection condition in a salt 
marsh is somewhat similar to the system studies by them, except that the hydraulic head 
gradient at the marsh platform varies due to tidal oscillations. 
The modified Rayleigh number is given by: 
 
0




µφ α= +  (6.3) 
where k  is the intrinsic permeability [L2]; g  is the magnitude of gravitational acceleration 
[LT-2]; 0 0( ) /α ρ ρ ρ= −  is the density contrast coefficient [-]; 0ρ  is the freshwater density 
[ML-3]; is the thickness of the marsh soil layer [L]; µ  is the dynamic viscosity [ML-1T-1]; 
φ
 is the porosity [-]; fq  is the Darcy flux velocity [LT-1] (calculated based on the fixed 
hydraulic gradient at the upper boundary in the study of Simmons and Narayan [1997] but 
here the specific tidally-averaged net exchange rate is used as explained in detail below); Tα  
is the transverse dispersivity [L]; and 0D  is the molecular coefficient [L2T-1]. 


















flux velocity ( fq ) should be the one at the interface between USP and underlying 
groundwater, which was difficult to obtain based on the hydrological parameters since it was 
time-dependent. Instead, he took /f fq Q B=  with fQ  being the inland freshwater flux 
(m3/d/m) and  being the aquifer depth (m). In this study, we adopted a similar 
quantification but with fQ  and B  being replaced by tidally-averaged net exchange rate 
(m3/s/m) and length of the marsh platform (m), respectively. The fQ  itself is linked to 
parameters such as mean sea level, tidal amplitude and hydraulic conductivity (mean sea 
level and tidal amplitude were kept constant in this laboratory-scale study since the range of 
adjustment was rather limited). Therefore, both modified Rayleigh and Péclet numbers 
contain the influence of tide through ( fq ). Based on Equations (6.3) and (6.4), the change of 
hydraulic conductivity and dispersivity would result in a change of not only Rayleigh number, 
but also Péclet number. 
 
Figure 6.6 Stability diagram in the Rayleigh-Péclet
 
space. The blue triangles represent stable 
cases while the red circles represent unstable cases. The two large squares with green 




Figure 6.6 compares the stable and unstable conditions based on the modified 
Rayleigh number and Péclet number. As can be seen, the stable and unstable conditions are 
well distinguished from each other. There appears to be a critical condition separating the 
stable and unstable regimes, which is similar to the finding of Simmons and Narayan [1997]. 
However, in the stability criterion obtained from Simmons and Narayan [1997], for lower eP  
the critical Rayleigh number is higher, and for higher eP  the critical Rayleigh number is 
significantly lower. The critical condition found in this study shows the opposite, in which a 
lower Rayleigh number corresponds to a lower eP  and a relatively high Rayleigh number 
corresponds to a relatively high eP . This is probably because under the current 
parameterization of the marsh system, to obtain a tidally-averaged exchange ( fQ ) rate that is 
low enough to obtain a low Péclet number ( eP ), the hydraulic conductivity has to be very low 
and thus largely reduces the value of Rayleigh number. The tidal oscillation clearly 
complicates the problem and results in a stability criterion with a different trend from that of 
Simmons and Narayan [1997]. 
The initiation time of unstable fingers is an important index that indicates the 
occurrence of preferential flow in the marsh sediments. In this study, a non-dimensional 
initiation time was used to quantify the occurrence of fingers based on the Rayleigh number 








=  (6.5) 
where init  is the non-dimensional initiation time of fingers [-]; iniT  is the number of tidal 
cycles by which the fingers started to form; and cirT  is the circulating tidal cycles. iniT  was 
determined based on a non-dimensional criterion for defining fingers / 3f fr L W= ≥  with 
fL  being the length of fingers [L] and fW  being the width of fingers [L]. In other words, as 
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this ratio exceeds 3, the identified fingers are taken to be “formally” formed. As can been 
seen from Figure 6.2 - Figure 6.5, the formation of fingers started from the marsh interior 
where the density effect played a more dominant role due to the relatively weak pore-water 
flow. Therefore, in this study we calculated the average r  along the interior section 
0 0.5 mx≤ ≤ . The circulating tidal cycles cirT  was defined as /cir fT V Q=  with V  being 
the volume of pore-water in the marsh soil and fQ  being the tidally-averaged exchange rate 
across the marsh surface. 
Figure 6.7 shows the calculated non-dimensional initiation time for all the unstable 
cases on the Rayleigh-Péclet plot. As can be seen, despite some local fluctuations, overall 
there is a trend of shorter initiation time away from the critical condition as indicated by the 
dashed line. The initiation time for cases close to the threshold is longer, which is consistent 
with the fact that these cases were less unstable than those away from the critical condition. 
 
Figure 6.7 Comparison of non-dimensional initiation times of unstable fingers for all 
unstable cases. 
6.3.3 Number of fingers 
Number of fingers (NOF) has been used by a few studies as an indicator for 
quantifying unstable fingering flows [Prasad and Simmons, 2003; 2005; Xie et al., 2010] and 
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it is defined by regions bounded by the salinity contour of 15.1 ppt. Figure 6.8 compares the 
variation of NOF for all unstable cases on the Rayleigh-Péclet plot (Figure 6.6) at different 
elapsed times. 
Overall, NOF decreased with time as fingers and the whole plume moved downward 
and out of the marsh soil (Figure 6.8). The variations of NOF among the cases also changed 
over time. For example, during the 10th tidal cycle (Figure 6.8a), the NOF was around 10 for 
the upper part and approximately 45 for the lower part of the unstable regime. This was 
because that the intensity of instability of the lower part was weaker than that of the upper 
part, and there were more small-scale instabilities which had not yet merged into larger 
fingers. In comparison, during the same period, the fingers of the upper part with stronger 
instability had developed to a relative “mature” stage with a smaller NOF was smaller. 
In addition, due to higher Rayleigh number and Péclet number (upper part of the 
coloured area in Figure 6.8), the system saw an earlier decrease of NOF, which was reduced 
to zero. This was because that unstable fingers corresponding to stronger instability 
penetrated downward more rapidly, thereby reaching the aquifer bottom within a shorter time 
(in the calculation of NOF, once the plume was detected to have reached the bottom, it was 
no longer considered as a finger). The implication of this result for natural marsh systems is a 
condition with higher Rayleigh number and Péclet number would lead to faster and more 





Figure 6.8 Variations of number of fingers on the Rayleigh-Péclet plot at different elapsed 
times (a-f: 10th, 30th, 60th, 100th, 150th and 200th tidal cycle, respectively). The white area on 
the left side of black dashed line indicates the stable zone with no formation of fingers. 
6.3.4 Deepest plume front 
Deepest plume front (DPF), which reflects the upper bounds of the plume movement 
speed, has been used in a few studies as an indicator of the penetration speed of free 
convection fingers [Riaz et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2011]. In natural systems, this indicator can 
be further utilized to estimate the speed of solute transport. In this study we adopted DPF to 
investigate the penetration of unstable fingers in the marsh soil under mixed convection 
condition. In previous studies DPF was calculated across the whole domain. However, given 
that in a marsh system the tidally-driven circulation plays a more significant role near the 
creek than in the marsh interior, the domain was divided into three typical zones for 
computing and examining the DPF, namely marsh interior (0 ≤ x < 1 m), middle zone (1 ≤ x 
< 2 m) and near-creek zone (2 ≤ x ≤ 3 m). In each zone, the front is determined based on the 
salinity contour of 15.1 ppt; this cut-off (0.1 ppt above the background concentration, 15 ppt) 
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was according to the criterion set by Xie et al. [2011]. 
 
Figure 6.9 Comparison of DPF versus time for different cases in three characteristic zones 
(interior: 0 ≤ x < 1 m; middle: 1 ≤ x < 2 m; near-creek: 2 ≤ x ≤ 3 m). The only parameter 
varying among these four cases is the conductivity, with (a) K = 0.3125 × 10-3 m/s; (b) K = 
0.625 × 10-3 m/s; (c) K = 1.25 × 10-3 m/s; and (d) K = 6.25 × 10-3 m/s. The values of other 
parameters are Csea = 35 ppt, Atide = 0.15 m, αL = 0.001 m, and αT = 0.0001 m. 
Some typical cases were selected for illustrating the effects of hydraulic conductivity, 
dispersivity and creek water salinity on DPF across the three zones. Figure 6.9 compares the 
DPF based on different hydraulic conductivity values. Overall, the increase of hydraulic 
conductivity speeded up the penetration of fingers into the marsh soil. Generally, DPF near 
the creek varied most rapidly, due to the strongest tidally-induced circulation, while DPF in 
the marsh interior varied most slowly (Figure 6.9a-c). With the further development of 
fingers, the DPF in marsh interior began to catch up with those of the middle zone and 
near-creek zone (Figure 6.9c). However, when the hydraulic conductivity became rather high, 
the condition became different with DPF in the marsh interior changing the most rapidly 
while near the creek moving the most slowly (Figure 6.9d). Such a reversed trend is 
consistent with the plume pattern as shown in Figure 6.5 because the high hydraulic 
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conductivity greatly increased the intensity of instability, especially in the marsh interior. As a 
result, the initial instability developed into large fingers faster to strengthen the finger 
penetration earlier, making the plume moving downwards more rapidly than those near the 
creek. 
 
Figure 6.10 Comparison of DPF versus time for different cases in three characteristic zones 
(interior: 0 ≤ x < 1 m; middle: 1 ≤ x < 2 m; near-creek: 2 ≤ x ≤ 3 m). The only parameter 
varying among these four cases is the dispersivity, with (a) αL = 0.001 m, αT = 0.0001 m; (b) 
αL = 0.005 m, αT = 0.0005 m; and (c) αL = 0.01 m, αT = 0.001 m. The values of other 
parameters are K = 1.25 × 10-3 m/s, Csea = 35 ppt, and Atide = 0.15 m. 
Figure 6.10 compares the DPF varying with different longitudinal and transverse 
dispersivities. Generally, it shows that the increase of dispersivity decreased the penetration 
speed of fingers since higher dispersivity tended to stabilize the system. Also, the increased 
dispersivity played a more significant role in slowing down the DPF in the marsh interior as it 
smeared out the initial instability and thus delayed the occurrence and weakened the strength 
of fingers (red line in Figure 6.10a and Figure 6.10c). The DPF near creek was not greatly 
affected by the increased dispersivity since tidally-driven circulation played a more dominant 
role in determining the near-creek pore-water flow pattern (black line in Figure 6.10a and 
Figure 6.10c). 
Figure 6.11 compares the DPF varying with different salinities of creek water. There 
is a clear trend of accelerated change of DPF with the increase of creek water salinity. As 
discussed above, the increase of density contrast resulted in a transition from stable state (e.g., 
Csea = 16 ppt) to unstable state (e.g., Csea = 35 or 50 ppt), thereby increasing the movement of 
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DPF. It should be noted that the case in Figure 6.11a was a stable one without formation of 
fingers. In this case, the DPF in the marsh interior was greatly behind that near the creek. 
When the density contrast reached a certain level to generate instabilities, the variations of 
DPF in three zones were all accelerated. For example, when Csea = 35 ppt, the DPFs had all 
reached the marsh base before the 100th tidal cycle (Figure 6.11b), while none of them has 
penetrated to the bottom when Csea = 16 ppt (Figure 6.11a). Furthermore, the increase of 
creek water salinity exerted greater influence on the movement of DPF in the marsh interior, 
which touched the marsh base soon after the arrival of DPF at this bottom boundary near the 
creek. 
In addition, Xie et al. [2011] observed that the DPF under a free convection condition 
almost varies with time in a linear fashion, which can be approximated by fitting a straight 
line to the DPF-time curve. In contrast, this study, examining the finger pattern under the 
mixed convection condition, the DPF variations in all the three zones showed a non-linear 
trend, indicating that the forced convection induced by tidal oscillation complicated the 
variation pattern of DPF. Nevertheless, there are still some common features. As can be seen 
from Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10, the variation of DPF near the creek and in the middle zone 
(black and blue lines, respectively) was relatively fast at the initial stage, which was followed 
by a slowed-down variation. In contrast, the DPF variation in the marsh interior was 
relatively slow initially and then became faster. 
 
Figure 6.11 Comparison of DPF versus time for different cases in three characteristic zones 
(interior: 0 ≤ x < 1 m; middle: 1 ≤ x < 2 m; near-creek: 2 ≤ x ≤ 3 m). The only parameter 
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varying among these four cases is the salinity of creek water, with (a) Csea = 16 ppt; (b) Csea = 
35 ppt; (c) Csea = 50 ppt. The values of other parameters are K = 1.25 × 10-3 m/s, αL = 0.001 
m, αT = 0.0001 m, and Atide = 0.15 m. 
6.4 Conclusions 
With the groundwater modelling code, SUTRA, a parametric study based on 
numerical simulations was conducted systematically to quantify the characteristics and to 
identify the onset condition of fingers in a marsh system. Three main factors were 
investigated, including hydraulic conductivity, dispersivity and salinity of creek water. Based 
on the modified Rayleigh number and Péclet number from Simmons and Narayan [1997], the 
study uncovered a critical condition, which distinguishes the stable regime from the unstable 
regime. Different from the finding of Simmons and Narayan [1997], our simulations showed 
that for instability to occur, the critical condition requires a low Péclet number in combination 
with a low Rayleigh number and a high Péclet number with a large Rayleigh number. Also, it 
takes a shorter time for fingers to occur in cases of which the Rayleigh number and Péclet 
number are greater than their respective critical numbers. 
In addition, the parametric study revealed that the low salinity/density contrast between 
pore-water and creek water tends to stabilize the pore-water flow and solute transport 
processes, regardless of the hydraulic conductivity and dispersivity values. The increase of 
dispersivity largely reduces the intensity of instability while higher hydraulic conductivity 
greatly promotes the instability. In terms of number of fingers (NOF), the results showed that 
there is an increase of NOF associated with the increase of both the Rayleigh number and 
Péclet number. Furthermore, the increase of hydraulic conductivity and creek water salinity 
largely accelerates the movement of DPF, especially in the marsh interior. In particular, high 
conductivity even results in faster movement of DPF compared to those in the middle zone 
and near creek zone. In contrast, the increase of dispersivity tends to slow down the 
movement of DPF due to its stabilizing effect. 
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CHAPTER 7 -  CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Summary of findings 
In this study, laboratory experiments and numerical simulations were conducted to 
investigate the combined effects of tidal fluctuations and salinity variations on the subsurface 
flow in salt marshes. In the laboratory experiments, red dye was used as a tracer to track the 
plume movement associated with the pore-water flow in the marsh soil of a physically 
modelled salt marsh system. The variably-saturated variable-density groundwater flow and 
solute transport model, SUTRA [Voss and Provost, 2008] was used to develop numerical 
models for simulating the physical processes in parallel to the laboratory experiments. The 
validity of the numerical model was tested against the base case and upward salinity gradient 
case. As detailed in Chapter 4 and 5, the model was then used to further investigate the 
effects of upward and downward salinity gradient on subsurface flow in salt marshes based 
on the experimental setup and data. The model was also adopted to carry out a parametric 
study to quantify the on-set condition and features of unstable fingering flow in salt marshes 
under the variably-saturated condition as elaborated in Chapter 6. 
On the first study topic (Chapter 4), the laboratory experiments have demonstrated for 
the first time that under the influence of upward salinity gradient, pore-water flow in salt 
marshes can become unstable, with salt fingers formed. The size and number of fingers both 
vary from the near-creek zone to marsh interior. Near the creek the fingers are large in size 
but less in number, while in the marsh interior there were more fingers but of smaller sizes. 
This is because relatively strong advection near the creek overwhelms the density effect but 
in the marsh interior the density effect becomes dominating as the tide-induced circulation 
weakens. The unstable fingers alter significant local pore-water flow and solute transport, 
especially in the marsh interior. The results of particle tracking show that the downward 
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penetration of fingers leads to wider and faster exchange in the marsh interior. However, the 
overall water exchange between marsh sediments and coastal water is only slightly enhanced, 
due to the fact that the pore-water flow is largely controlled by the tidal oscillation. 
On the second study topic of combined effects of downward salinity gradient and tidal 
oscillations (Chapter 5), both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations found that 
unlike upward salinity gradient, downward salinity gradient maintains the stability of the 
system with the plume steadily moving downwards in a manner similar to that of the base 
case (with no density effect). The pore-water flow pattern is not significantly altered under 
the influence of downward salinity gradient. The particle tracking demonstrates similar 
particle paths and travel times compared with those from the base case. The downward 
salinity gradient was found to weaken the exchange between the marsh soil and coastal water, 
and such ‘weakening effect’ gradually vanishes with the decrease of density contrast due to 
mixing of surface water and pore water. 
On the third study topic (Chapter 6), the results of numerical simulations showed that, 
based on the modified Rayleigh number and Péclet number proposed by Simmons and 
Narayan [1997], a critical condition can be determined to distinguish the stable flow regime 
from the unstable flow regime. However, different from the finding of Simmons and Narayan 
[1997], this critical condition indicates that for instability to occur, low Péclet number is in 
combination with low Rayleigh number while high Péclet number with large Rayleigh 
number. Also, it takes shorter time for fingers to occur in cases with corresponding Rayleigh 
number and Péclet number greater than the respective critical values. In addition, the 
parametric study revealed that small salinity/density contrasts between pore-water and creek 
water tend to stabilize the pore-water flow and solute transport processes, regardless of the 
hydraulic conductivity and dispersivity values. The increase of dispersivity largely reduces 
the intensity of instability while higher hydraulic conductivity greatly promotes the instability. 
In terms of number of fingers, the results showed that there is an increase of NOF associated 
with the increase of both Rayleigh number and Péclet number. Furthermore, the increase of 
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hydraulic conductivity and creek water salinity largely accelerates the movement of DPF, 
especially in the marsh interior. In particular, high conductivity even results in faster 
movement of DPF compared to those in middle zone and near creek. In contrast, the increase 
of dispersivity tends to slow down the movement of DPF due to its stabilizing effect. 
The implications of these findings for further studies of the salt marsh system are 
highlighted below: 
1. Although the upward salinity/density gradient was found not to dramatically enhance 
the net water exchange between marsh soil and creek water, the locally modified 
pore-water flow provides a mechanism for faster and more extensive mixing of 
solutes with ambient water, and changes the transport pathway and residence time of 
solutes in the marsh soil. These changes will affect chemical reactions of reactive 
solutes, including nutrients. Therefore, despite the little influence on the net water 
exchange across the marsh surface, the unstable flow can still affect significantly the 
exchange of nutrients and other reactive chemicals between the marsh soil and creek 
water. Ultimately, this would affect the nutrient efflux from the salt marsh system to 
coastal sea - nutrient outwelling. 
2. It is believed that the plant zonation commonly existing in natural salt marshes is 
linked to the soil salinity variations as different plant species have different levels of 
salt-tolerance. With the salinity/density gradient considered, it is discovered from this 
study that the salinity distribution will vary greatly in the marsh soil, especially under 
the condition of unstable fingering flow. This would affect the distributions of 
different plant species. With further consideration of evapotranspiration and soil 
aeration, the findings from this study would help to better explain the phenomenon of 
plant zonation. 
7.2 Limitations of current study and recommendations 
Based on the findings of the present study, several key limitations can be identified, 
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which require further investigation in the future in order to advance our understanding of 
density effects on subsurface flow and associated solute transport in salt marshes. 
i. Both the upward salinity gradient and downward salinity gradient cases were 
simplified conditions of the marsh system. As a matter of fact, in real marshes the 
salinity variation is much more complex with alternative increase and decrease of 
salinities under the combined effects of evapotranspiration and precipitation[Cao et 
al., 2012]. Therefore, it is recommended that in future investigations, more realistic 
salinity variations should be considered. 
ii. This study was based on the assumption of along-creek uniformity and adopted a 
2D cross-creek section for both laboratory experiments and numerical simulation. 
Nevertheless, in reality the 3D marsh-creek system would result in more complex 
pore-water flow and solute transport processes. Such a 3D topography has been 
found to be important previously [Moffett et al., 2012; Xin et al., 2013; Xin et al., 
2011; Xin et al., 2012]. Moreover, multiple tidal constituents, soil stratigraphy and 
inland freshwater input were neglected in this study. Further studies should be 
conducted to explore the effects of salinity variations in combination with these 
additional factors. 
iii. As shown in Chapter 4, the upward salinity gradient may induce gravitational 
instabilities in the form of fingering flow, which largely modified the pore-water 
flow, and path and travel time of particles. Further studies are needed to investigate 
the fate of reactive solutes under the effects of such an unstable flow. 
Variable-density groundwater flow and multi-component transport processes, 
involving chemical reactions, have been studied for other coastal systems 
[Bakhtyar et al., 2013; Barry et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 2009]. However, these 
processes have rarely been investigated in salt marshes. By use of numerical 
models that couple groundwater dynamics and chemical reactions, such as the 
PHWAT code developed by Mao et al. [2006], a deeper and more thorough 
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understanding of the salt marsh system can be achieved. 
iv. The parametric study in Chapter 6 was based on the laboratory scale. Therefore, to 
test whether the same or a similar stability criterion exists for natural marsh 
systems, field-scale simulations are needed. This would also help to identify 
whether or not the stability criterion observed from laboratory-scale simulations is 
dependent on the scale. 
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